
“The University of Wisconsin-Parkside
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TO: Dr. Deborah Ford, Chancellor
FROM: The Executive Comitteeof the Department of Business
RE: Dr. Sahar Bahmani’s Fraudulent Grading and Violation of Duties
DATE: November 12,2022

comPpLAINT
The Executive Comittee /EC) of the Departrient of Business (DOB) fle this offical complaint against
Or. Sahar Bahmani (Or. Sabmani),a Full Professor of Finance in the DOB.
The ECmet onOctober31, 2022, and went nto lose session underWisconsinRule: 19 85(1)b), OF
the 10 EC members active this Fall 2022 semester, ine were in attendance. They voted 710 2 in favor
of fling this complaint. Present at the meeting wore Parag Dhumal (Chai), Ekundayo Akinlade, Suresh
Chalasani,PeterKnight, Abey Kuruvila, Roby Rajan, Jamie Wang, Qian Ye, and Rizvana Zameeruddin. Or
Bahmani was absent. Accordingly, ater examining the evidence,we conclude that Dr. Bahmani |
engaged infraudulentgrading in the BSBA Flex Program (Flex) and violated herfundamental duties to |
our students, hr colleagues, and this institution. Further, she usurped the university's interest for her
gain and jeopardizedthe accrediation of the DOB and the institution.
The EC further met on November 3, 2022. Out of 10 EC members active tis Fall 2022 semester, eight
were in attendance. Presentat the meeting were Parag Dhumal (Char), Ekundayo Akinade,Suresh
Chalasani, Abey Kuruvills,RobyRajan,Jamie Wang, Qian Ye, and RizvanaZameerudcin br. Bahmani was
recused, and Dr. Knight was restricted from coming to campus for medical reasons.
When askedby EC Chair Parag Dhumal, no EC members motionedto go Into aclosed session. The |
meeting unanimously continued in open session with the following reasons expressed: (IL an |

important ssue that affects al faculty, and we mustbe transparent,and the meeting should be in open
session; and(i) Inthe Senate meeting ofOctober25, 2022, UW-Parkside administration was asked
“What s the Administration's genera position on disciplining tenure faculty forgrading fraud, and
Provost Ducoffe answered that the correct procedures shouldbefolloe to protect th rights of the
accused. He did not mention ethics, negelty, fess, or justice foral partie, especialy th students.
The EC voted to file thiscomplaintdraft to Chancellor Ford with si (6) votes in favor (nitals: EA, PD, RF,
JW, Q, 2), one (1) opposed (AK), and one (1) abstained (SO).
Wisconsin Legislature: ChapterUWS 8providesaCodeofEthics for UnclassifiedStaffof the Universityof
Wisconsin System. Under UWS 8.01, “very memberof the unclassified stafat the te of appointment
makes a personal commitment to professional honesty and nterity..I sa violation of this commitment
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for unclassified staff members to seekfinancialgain for themselves..hrough acthvities that conflict with
the interests ofthe University of Wisconsin System.
Under UWPE Chapter7, the Statement of Faculty Responsibilties that icentraland fundamental to our
duties a teachers, states "As a teacher] He/she makes every reasonable effort to foster honest
academic conduct and to assure that his/her evaluation of students reflects their true merit."
Dr. Bahmani engaged in fraudulent grading i the BSBA Flex Program from ts inception in 2016. O.
‘Bahmani servedas the Flex Academic Director (AD) from July 1, 2021to June 30, 2022 and was well-
versed in Flex dutiesuntil she abruptlyresigned this year. The BSBA Flex grading system differs from the
traditional grading system; the highest grade awarded in the Flex program is Mastery with Distinction
(MO). For thethree finance courses she teaches in the BSBA Flex program, Dr. Bahmani awarded the
gradeof MDforevery single oneof her students, with only three documented exceptions over five.
Years. Evenif a student did no coursework, some coursework, oralof the coursework, Dr. Bahmani
awarded them al the highest possible grade, MD. The mass awarding of the MO grade with no.
relationshiptowork submitted indicates that Or. Bahman did not attempt to read the student
submissionorprovide feedback before entering a fraudulentgrade. Additionally, when astudent did no
coursework, shedid not check If there was asubmission; beforesheawarded the student an MDgrade.
Dr. Bahmani's actions resulted in students graduating from the Flex program with a degree from our
Institution without completing the appropriate coursework. Dr. Bahmani had a clear and concise
understanding of Flex and more importantly is grading system.
or. Bahmani engaged in fraudulent grading in the BSBA Flex Program from its inception in 2016. Or.
Bahmani served as the Flex Academic Director (AD) from July 1, 2021.to June 30, 2022 and was well-
versed in Flex dutiesuntilsheabruptly resigned this year. The Flex grading syste differs from the
traditional grading system; the highest grade awarded in the Flex program is Mastery with Distinction
(MD). For the three finance courses she teaches in BSBA Flex since Inceptionofthis program, Dr.
Bahmani awarded the grade of MD for every single one of her students, ith only three documented
exceptions over five years. Even if a student did no coursework, some coursework, or all of the.
coursework, Or. Bahmani awarded themall the highest possible grade, MD. The mass awardingofthe
MD grade with no relationship to work submitted indicates that Dr. Bahmani did not attempt to read
thestudent submission or provide feedbackbeforeentering a fraudulent grade. Additionally, when a
student did no coursework, she did not check if there was a submission; before she awarded the student
an MD grade. Dr. Bahman’s actions resulted i students graduating from the Flex program with a
degree from our institution without completing the appropriate coursework. Or. Bahmani had aclear
and concise understanding ofFlex and more importantly its grading system.
Dr. Bahmaniwas appointed as the Flex AD byretired Dean Dirk Baldwin on July 1, 2021. During her year-
long tenure as the Flex AD before suddenly resigning, Dr. Bahmani awarded herself an additional 11
courses for a total of 14 Flex overload courses. Dr. Bahmani was not qualified to teach the courses she
gave herself Despite havinga background in economics, she taught courses inStrategic Managemen,
Project Management, Operations Management,and Business Law. Dr. Bahmani did notattemptto
contact ther qualified and available colleagues in the DOB to teachthe addtional 11 classes; she
‘merely taught (grade) themherselfand received significant sums of overload pay for doing so. This Flex
overload instructionalpay was in additiontoher existing base salary, summer teaching, and Flex AD
stipend.
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Another consequence of Dr. Bahmanfs actions is the loss of student enrollment and revenue by UW-
Parkside and UW-ExtendedCampus (UWEX). Whena Flex student receivesa PR grade (progressing)
Instead of an MD grade, theywill enrol for anther class period. When a Flex student receives an MD.
grade instead of the appropriate PR grade, they will not re-register for another subscription period. In a
period of declining enrollment and revenue, this places us at a tremendous disadvantage. Dr. Bahman's
behavior results in us necessarily taking corrective action, such as providing current students an
opportunity to re-register ora subscription period at no cost to them. Therefore, we not only lose the
original tition revenue we must provide anothersubscription periodatnocost to the student, thereby
losing more revenue.

Overall, we estimatea loss of $202,500 in tuition revenue, and an expense of $274,500 in corrective.
actions due to Dr. Bahman’’s fraudulent grading. During this period, Dr. Bahmani was paid over $30,000
In instructional pay, which she did not receive honestly and an additional $30,000plus two course.
releases valued at $12,000 s a stipend for serving as the Flex AD. Dr. Bahmani misused her Flex AD.
authorityforpersonal financial gain; thereby costing this university approximately $549,000.

During the fast AACSBreview vist (Fall 2020},theFlex programwasanarea of concern; if Dr. 8ahmani's
grading irregularities cometo ight, it wil directly and negatively affect the DOB'saccreditationstatus
and that of the university. Ifwe do not address this issue, we signal to the AACSB thatwe do not have
checks and balances in place, that faculty can award grades as they please with no relation to
performance, and that such corruptpractices are permissible as long astheyarenot detected.
Accreditation procedures have been put in place precisely to identify this typeoffraud at educational
institutions;if weare awareof this matter and do not respond appropriately, our accreditation will be:
revoked. The consequencesoflosing our accreditation would be devastating forour enrollments, our
programs, andtheuniversity a a whole.
Before filing this complaint, EC asked Dr. Bahmani to explain her grading, gradereporting, and course.
assignments; Dr. Bahmani was evasive and continually changedher explanation; she then defended her
misconduct. When providedwithevidence contradicting hervarious inconsistent explanations, Or.
Bahmani responded by making blatantly fase statements about RyanSpecht Boardmanof UWEX, then
claimed she was agenerous grader and'inally that she did not understandthe Flex grading system,
despite being ts Academic Director who successfully advocatedandchanged the grading policy during
her tenureas AD. Thisreckless disregard forthe truth demonstrates both professionaldishonesty and a
lack ofintegrity and Dr. Bahman does not express any remorse or the desireto rectify the situation or
even acknowledge i
Or. Bahmani's unethical and unfair grading practiceviolatesthe personal commitment to professional
honesty and integrity and this institution's commitment to its students and the community.
Furthermore, by receiving substantial Flex overload pay for grading 14 courses, 11 ofwhich she was not
qualified to teachandall of whichshe did not grade correctly, Dr. Bahmaniusurpedthe university's
interest for her personal gain. Students complained about this unethical grading practice directly to Dr.
‘Bahmaniwhenshewasthe Flex AD. Dr. Bahmani downgraded an honest student's grade to PR as they.
requested and continued with her fraudulent grading practices. Now, after receiving the student
complaints in the DOB, EC met to discuss the matter.
Or. Bahmani’sunethicalandunfairgradingpractice violates the personal commitment to professional
honesty and integrity and this institution's commitment to its students and the community.
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Furthermore, by receiving substantial Flex overload pay for grading 14 courses, 1 ofwhich she was not
qualified to teach and all of which she did not grade correctly, Dr. Bahmani usurped the university's
interest or her personal gain. Students complained about tis unethical grading practice directly o Dr.
Bahmani when she was the Flex AD. Dr. Sahmani downgraded honest student grade to PR’ as they
request and continued with her fraudulent grading practices. Upon receiving the student complaints
now 10 DOB, EC met to discuss the matter
We cannot undo Dr. Bahmanis actions, butwe can disciplineher and prevent them from occuring
again. Without an appropriate responseto Dr. Bahmanis numerous and repeated violations, the
University of Wisconsin-Porkside will be perceived as complicit n her actions and condoningof her
behavior. We encourage you to address this matter as an isolated incident dealt with swiftly and
sincerelyandwe recommendthe strongest posible corrective acton underthe provision of Wisconsin
LegislatureUW 2.03. As an EC memberstated inthe meeting on October 31, 2022" What happened,
happened, we have no control over it; however, wewill be judged by what wedid abot i"
Strict action will aso serveas a deterrent andensure that there willno bea repeat of fraudulent grades
awarded to students and the blatant misuse of authority. This complaint wil demonstrate that sucha
substantial increase i overload compensation at the expense ofthe students, other faculty and the
university directly conflicts with the interests of UW:System.
Please see Table of Contents on next pe.
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1.0 Flex BSBA Program: Background

Flex a competency-based and sell-paced, undergraduate business degree program in
partnership with UWEX, Students enrol in a twelve-week subscription period by paying $2,250
in ition. Duringa subscription period, students can enroll in any number of courses by paying
this lat ate tuition
if student completes all course assignments satisfactory, they receive either a “Mastery with
Distinction" (MD) or "Mastery" (W) grade. An MOD grade is the same percentage as traditional
"A" (30-100%),and an M gradi s the same percentage as astandard "B" (80-89%). Ifa student
does not completeall their assignments satisfactorily, or does not complete all asks butmakes
progress on at least ane, they receivea"Progressing" grade (PR). Students can receive a PR
grade for up to3 subscription periods for the same course. A PR grade carries no grade points
and does not expire. If they again enrol in the class in their fourth subscription period and do
notcomplete the course satisfactorily, they receive an "F* grade. They may retake the course in
accordance with the UW-Parkside policy for failed courses
During eachtwelve-week subscription perio, students can completeanyassignments up to two.
times if the feedback from thei instructor for th first submission indicates the student has not
completed their assignment satisfactorily. Instructors are paid based on the number of students
enrolled inthe course per month, Therefore, evenif astudent completesal course.
requirementsduring the first month ofthirtwelve-week subscription period, the instructor will
stil get paidfor the full twelve weeks.

2.0 Grading and Grade Reporting Misconduct

2.1 Relevant policies

Wisconsin Legislature: Chapter UWS 8 provides an Unclassified staff Code of Ethics, UWS 8.01
states:

“UWS 8.01 Declaration ofpolicy. In view of the specialrelationshipofthe University
of Wisconsin System to the state and to affirm as pubic policy within the system
certain common standards o prevent conflicts of interest, the boardhereby adopts
the following codeofethics for unclassifiedsto pursuant o ss. 19.45 (11) fb) ancl
36.23, stats.
(1) Every memberofthe unclossfedstaff at the timeof appointment makesa
personal commitment toprofessional honesty and integrity, o seek knowledge, and
to share thatknowledge freely with others. Such a commitment isessential for the
university to perform itsproperfunction in ur society and to ensure continued
confidence ofthe people ofthis state inthe University of Wisconsin System and its
personnel. I i a violation of this commitment for unclosifed off members (0 seek
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financial gain for themselves, thir immediate familiesor organizations with which
they are associated through activites that conflict with the interests of the University
of Wisconsin System.

University of Wisconsin-Parkside Faculty Policy UWPE Chapter 7 Preamble States:

“I. The professor, guided by a deep conviction of the worth anddignity of the.
advancementof knowledge, recognices the special responsibilities placed upon
him/her. His/herprimary responsibilty to his/her subject s o seek and to state the
truth as he/she sees i. To this end he/she devotes his/herenergies to the obligation
to exercisecritical self-disciplineand judgment in using, extending, and transmitting
knowledge. He/shepracticesintellectual honesty. Although he/she may follow
subsidiary interests, these interests must never seriously hamper or compromise
his/her freedom of inquiry.

11 4s teacher, the professor encourages the free pursuit learning in his/her
students. He/she holds before them the best scholarly standardsof his/herdiscipline.
He/she demonstrates respect for the student as an individual, and adheres to his/her
properrole as intellectual quideand counselor. He/she makes every reasonable
effort to foster honest academic conductandto assure that his/her evaluation of
students reflects their true merit. Hshe respects the confidential natureofthe
relationship between professorand student. He/she avoids any exploitation of
students forhis/her private advantage and acknowledges significant assistance from
them. He/sheprotects their academic freedom.”

2.2 Application

The examples below demonstratea conflict with the UWS and UWPF policies stated above.

a. Dr. Bahmani developed threefinance courses, BAEF300X, BAEF301X, and BAEF302X for the
BSBA flex program. She started teaching these courses at the time of the program's launch
in December 2016

‘We found that in these threecourses, for subscription periods ending from Sept 2021 to
August 2022, 75 out of 75 students were awarded an MD grade. Out of this number, 12
students had completed only partial work and 6 students had not completed any work at al.
“This constitutes 249% of students receiving MD grades instead of PR grades.
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“Thecurrent Flex AD, Dr. Peter Knight, noted that even for numerical quiz type assignments
(not auto graded), Dr. Bahmani awarded a perfect score to students with incorrect answers.
See email dated October 31, 2022 from Dr. Knight (subject: BAEF 300X Capital Budgeting
quiz Incorrect Grading) for supporting evidence In Exhibit 6.3.

d. For Flex course BALM 100%, which was taught entirely by Dr. Bahmani, for the subscription
period ending on August 2022,5 out of 5 students were awarded an MD grade. Out of this
number,1 student had completed only partial work (20% received an MD grade instead of a
PRerade).

For this same course, atotal of 13 assignmentsweresubmittedby these5students. All 13
assignments receiveda perfect 100% score.

See Exhibit 6.1forsupporting evidence

e.. For the following 10 Flex courses,whichwere taughtby more thanoneinstructor, during
subscriptionperiods ending from September2021toAugust 2022, 10 students out of 72.
(13.9%) received a PR grade from Dr. Bahmani, whereas 101 students out of 187 (54%)
received a PR grade from other instructors.

In BALM200¥, one student requested his intially reported MD grade to be changed to PR,
as he/she had not completed work. Thus, Dr. Bahmani italy reported PR grades for only
9students (12.5%). See Exhibit 6.21 for supporting evidence.
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f. When Dr. Bahmani taught the folowing3 Flex courses, during subscription periods ending.
from June 2022 10 August 2022, a total of 8 students received M and MDgrades without
completing the required coursework.

Muth MOwith
Partial Work| Partial Work

[Baumz00x_| N 2
BAOS310K 1
BAOS21X 0 1 0

See Exhibit 6.4 for supporting evidence.

2.3 Explanation from Dr. Bahmani

Inthe Executive Committee meeting dated October 12, 2022, Or. Bahmani was questioned about
her grading pattern and grade reportingerrors. Her inital response was that Ryan Specht
Boardman, Senior Program Manager from UWEX, has commented that she is a “generous grader”
and wished that others inthe program would grade ike that. Her response implied that UWEX was
aware of her grading patterns (even before the issue came to EC’ attention) and not only discussed
the grading with her but praised her for it
When Ryan Specht-Boardman was contacted he sad:

“I wholeheartedly andsincerelystate thather [Dr. Bahmani] characterizationofmy.
comments are inaccuratebecausesuch commentsdid not exist........| hope you
will take this statement asmyevidence on the matter, but fyou need me to speak
tothe EC to clear my name on this mater on the record, fm happy to. The awarding
ofgrades in academic matters s solely at the discretion of the instructorand the
academic institution (UW-Parkside). Any accusationthat I—either as an individual
professional or as an agent of UWEX—encouraged an instructor to not award
accurate grades (or grade ‘generously easier) is categoricallyfalse. *

See Ryan Specht-Boardman's full email response dated October 13, 2022 (Subject; Discussion about
gradingpattern with Prof. Bahman!) for supporting evidence In Exhibit 6.5.

Inthe Executive Comittee meeting of October 12, 2022, Or. Bahmani was asked why she entered
MD grades for students who had not completed all the required work. Her response was that she
entered what was shown in the Canvas Gradebook auto calculated grade column. This column in
the gradebook calculates grades based on the work completed so fa rather than gradesfor the
entire course, considering al assignments.

Dr. Bahmani has bee teaching and using Canvas for severalyears and iti doubtful that she is
unfamiliar with the Canvas Gradebook and she cannot ascertain whether students are missing.
course assignments especially since she was the Flex AD. We have not witnessed any such errors.
from other Flex program instructors.
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The current Flex AD, Dr. Knight in his email response dated October 23, 2022 to DOB's EC notes that:

“am frankiy also skeptical that as accomplishedas you (Dr. Bahmani) are that you
wouldn't be abe to distinguish in a grade book between students who had completed
ll the assessments and those who hadn't Nothing personalbut|think you would've
at least asked if youweren'tsure.”

See Exhibit 6.6, email from Dr. Knight (Subject: Voicemail, Email chain originated on October 19,
2022) for supporting evidence.
In the EC meeting of October 12, 2022, Or. Bahmani was asked why she entered MD grades in
‘SOLAR for students who had not submitted any assignmentsbecause the Canvas Gradebook's auto
calculated column shows no such grade for students, In the past year alonefor three ofherfinance
courses, this has occurred 8% of the time. Dr. Bahmani stated that “Canvas and SOLAR are not
synchronized and wished grades were automatically transferred.”
On October 23,2022, Dr. Bahmani via email further states that:

“I explainedlast week that withFlex givingus SOLAR grade rosters at theendof
everysingle month, I thought the students we see on that grade roster have done the
work so Id give MD, | didn't realize that names made It nto SOLAR grade rosters for
those studentswhohadn't done any workatall because then|thought they should
how up as "W" (ike withdraw where then no grade isneededor able to even be
entered) from the subscription period insteadofstudents paying and doing no work.
at all. wos under the impression the Registrar's Office did this filtering. After my.
error was brought up at the EC meeting, I stated I wish gradescouldve transferred
from Canvas to SOLARso 1d avoided creating this mess."

See Exhibit 6.6, email from Dr. Bahmani (Subject: Volcemail, Email chain originated on October 19,
2022} for supporting evidence.
Ii highly doubtful that Dr. Bahmani did not know the difference between W and PR grades. On
October 23, 2022, the current Flex AD Dr. Knight, write to the Dean and Chair stating:

“I didn't want to add to an already long email to the EC and stir things up even more.
However, regardingher (0r. Bahmani] claimsof confusion about the useof PR and
other grading over a ong periodoftime this issimplyjustnotplausible to me. She
worked with Ryan to change the PRpolicy and the other grading policies during her
timeasdirectorandshe seemedreallyable to explain it quitewell during flex
‘committee meetings while she was director. In general, all hr interactions with
extension and the university indicatedshehad a depth and understandingofthe
program andhadattendedmanysessionsoverfive years at UW extension. | am
simply not willing to believeher exclamation.”

See Exhibit 6.7, emal from Dr. Knight (Subject: “Additional comment toChair and Dean’) for
supporting evidence.
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During the academic year 2021-22, Or. Bahmani served as chair ofthe department level Flex
Curriculum and Assessment committee along withherrole as AD for the Flex program. As Or. Knight
correctly stated above, on November 12, 2021 Dr. Bahmani discussed an importantpolicy change
related to the Flex PR’ grade and shared a proposed version of this policy change in the document
entitled Catalog Updates withNewCourse andPolicy’for the DOB to vote on in the next
department meeting.
See email from Dr. Bahmani (Subject: Items from FLEXforDOB to vote on’ and Flex grade policy
change document in Exhibit 6.8 as supporting evidence.
“The DOB met on December 1, 2021 to discuss many matters, including the Flex PR" policy changes.
Dr. Bahmani explained the Flex policy changes to the department and made a motion for the Flex
BSBA to change thePRgrade from 5attemptsto 3, clearly demonstrating her thorough
understanding of the Flex grading system.
See Exhibit 6.8, DOB meeting minutes of December 1, 2021 as supporting evidence.

2.4 Comments from EC members

ECMember 1: “The almost universal awardingof100% grades follows the same
pattern. (EC member) am currently grading in her Finance courses. She (Dr.
Bahman)iscorrect that the assessments are pretty easy. The informationcanbe
easilygainedfrom the resources but there is a reflection componentand an
application componentinmostofthe assessments. |am not aparticularly hard
‘graderbut was easily able tojustify less thanperfectscores in someof the
application and reflection responses and in fact some of the definitionsand more
Joctual questions were answered incorrectly. |couldsee howstudents would score
highlyon these assessments but certainly not universallyperfect Again if
accreditation reviewers knew what to ook for in thisregard or even stumbled upon
her grading patterns this could undermine our scores on assessment”

ECMember2: “Aftera careful reviewof the gradingpatterns, there appears to be a
prominent trendofentering MD grades where the student, completed no work, some
work, and in some instances, mast ofthe work. The issue with this grading trend is
that individuals undeservingof grade receive the same grade that someone
deservingof the grade. This grading pattern violotes academic policybecausefaculty
whoarecontractually bound to reviewandgrade each submission is not doing so. If
time does not permit us to grade every assignment, then an Instructor can sek help,
begrantedan extension, etc. Giving many students an MD grade i unacceptable
whenits not deserved. This fraudulent grading damages the reputationof the
‘grading instructor, their colleagues, and the program as a whole because itis a huge
disincentive to do any work and the degreegrantedby this institution becomes
questionable.”
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EC Member3:“The most significant regarding Bahman' grading is that the grade.
‘awarded beors no relation to student performance! This is in blatant disregardof the
very ideoof awarding grades for ourcourses: that theyshould reflect
performance. The highest gradeofMDhas been awarded by Bahmaniin@ number of
instances when not even one of the required assignments has been submittedby the
Student. On other occasions, the highest grade ofMD has been awarded when onlya
subset of therequiredassignments has been submitted. As has been pointedoutby
the current Flex Director, 0 "Progressing" (PR) grade has almost never been awarded.
by Bahmani which makesher a far outlier compared to other Flex instructors.

Equally troubling is Bahmani's ack offorthrightness when queried about thi at the
lost meeting. First, she claimedit was some kind of “oversight* or “grading error".
Then she claimed she was under the impression thatastudent who was not
submitting their assignments would automaticallybe withdrawn from the course,
Knowing full well that was not the case since she herselfwas Flex Director, When
asked how more thananestudent could then be awarded the MD grade when not a
single assignment had been turned in, she claimed that she had always been "a

liberalgrader and that this ssue had come up with UWEX, Thus, we see that a whole <
seriesofinconsistent responses were made by Bahman, the intentofwhich appears.
10 have been to cover her tracks and conceal thefact that she was indiscriminately
awarding MD grades with no heed to how this would reflect on the qualityof our
programs and how this might endanger the entire Flex program that has been
painstakingly built up by the department.”

2.5 EC's Observation and Conclusion

Understanding the Flex grading system and stil repeatedly entering 'MO' grades when students
have not completedalltherequired work and insome instances none of the work,
‘demonstrates fraudulent grading. Whenstudentsdid complete the required work, they all
received perfect scores of 100% scoresdespite theirnumerical answers to quiz-ike questions
being incorrect. There is no indication that Dr. Bahman put forth the required time and effort
into grading and providing feedback to students. EC members went back two years in Canvas.
{the furthest one can go back, prior to then the program was on the D2L platform) and checked
Or. Bahmant's grading pattems before arriving at the conclusionthatsheviolated UWPE 7 the
preamble of which states

“He/she prctices intellectuol honesty..... He/she makes every reasonable
effortto foster honest academic conductand to assure that his/her evaluation
ofstudents reflects their true merit."

When provided with evidence contradictingher various inconsistent explanations, Dr. Bahmani
responded by making blatantly false statements about Ryan Spech-Boardman of UWEX, then
claimed shewasa generous grader and finallythatshe did not understandtheFlexgrading.
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system, despite being its AD. This reckles disregard for the truth demonstrates both
professional dishonesty and a ack of integrity.
Dr. Bahmani violated Wisconsin Legislature: administrative code/UWS 8.01 that states.

“Every memberofthe unciosified staffat the timeof appointment makes a
personal commitment to professional honestyand integrity.”

If publicly known, Dr. Bahmanis actions, would destroy the foundationoftrust that the entire.
UW System and the profession of educators i built upon. To substantiate this conclusion, we
refer to a student communication dated October 7, 2022. The student was subject to grading
errors twice.

“Thank youforgetting back to me so quickly, | did not anticipate this. believe
1 think 1 am doing the right thing, | do not need to worry about negative:
consequences. | want theUWParkside program to be as strong asitpossibly.
can because in the end, my name will be on a diploma, certificate, and.
maybe even a MBA that displays the institution's name.”

See Exhibit 6.9, email from student (Subject: BALM200K' Email chain originated on July 26,
2022) forsupportingevidence. Note Section 4 of this document discusses the student complaint
and its impact in detail.
In ightof this evidence, we determine that Dr. Bahmani violated Wisconsin Legislature:
administrative code/UWS 8.01 which states:

“Such a commitment is essentialfo the university to perform its properfunction in our
Societyand to ensurecontinued confidenceof the people ofthis state in the University of

Wisconsin System anditspersonnel”

3.0 Misuse of Authority and Abandonment of Duties

3.1Relevantpolicies

Wisconsin Legislature: ChapterUWS8provides the Unclassified Staff Code of Ethics. UWS 8.01
States:

“UWS 8.01 Declaration ofpolicy. In view of the special relationshipofte University
of Wisconsin System to thestate and to affirm as public policy within the system
certain common standards to prevent conflictsof interest, the board hereby adopts
the folowing codeof ethics for unclassifiedstaffpursuant 055. 19.45 (11)b) and
36.23, Stats.

(1) Every member of the unclassified staffat the timeofappointment makes a
personalcommitmenttoprofessional honesty and integrity, to seek knowledge and.
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to share that knowledge freely with others. Such a commitment s essential for the
university to perform its proper function in our society and to ensure continued
confidenceofthe people of this state in the University of Wisconsin System and ts
personnel. Its a violationofthis commitment forunclassifiedstaff members to
seekfinancial gain for themselves, their mmediate families or organizations with
whichtheyare associated through activities that conflict wth the interestsof the
University of Wisconsin System.

(2) The Board of Regents, as a matterofpolicy recognizes that:

(a) Members ofthe unclassifiedstoff have personalandeconomic interests in
the decisionsandpoliciesof national, state andfocal government.

{b) Members ofthe unclassifiedstaff retain ther rights as citizens to interests
of a personal or economic nature.

{c) The codeofethics must distinguish between those minor and
inconsequential conflicts which are unavoidable in a free society and those.
conflicts which are substantialandmaterial.

(3) In adopting the standardsofconductset forth in this chapter, iti theboard's
purposetoprohibit only those activities which will result inaconflictbetween the
personal interests ofan unclassifiedstaffmemberandthat staff member's public
responsibilities to the University of Wisconsin System. Its not the boord's purpose.
to prohibit on unclassifiedstaffmember from freely pursuing those teaching,
research, professionalandpublic service activites whichwill not result in such a
conflict, nor to prohibitastaffmember from accepting any compensation, fees,
honoraria or reimbursementofexpenses which may be offered in connection
therewith,

UniversityofWisconsin-Parkside Faculty Policy UWPE Chapter7 Preamble States:

“IV. As a memberofhis/her institution, theprofessorseeks above al to be an
effective teacher and scholar. Although he/she observes the stated requiations of the
institution, provided they do not contravene acadenic freedom, he/she maintains.

his/herright to criticizeand seck revision. He/she determines the amount and
characterof the work he/she does outside his/her institution with due regard to

his/herparamount responsibilities within it. When considering the interruption or
terminationofhis/her service, he/she recognizes theeffectofhis/herdecision upon
the programofthe institution and gives due noticeofhis/her intentions.”
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3.2 Application
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proposed the name ofan instructor outside of CBEC that is not licensed and ultimately
assigned the course to herself. During her meeting with the CBECDean and CharonJune
23,2022, Dr. Bahmani had an opportunity to but did not provide an explanation as to why
she ignored qualified instructors toassign the course to herself
During the EC meetingof October 12, 2022, Or. Bahmani was asked why she assigned
herself1 additonalcourses that are not in hrarea of expertise. She responded that, in
May 2022, Dr. Terry McGovern suddenly stopped teaching9 courses assigned n the Flex
program and gave only one weeks'notice and she (Or. Bahmari) hadnocholce but to
handle some of those courses herself This s factually incorrect because Dr. McGovern had
given ample time to find a replacement instructor for is courses. As evidenced in Exhibit
6.10, Dr. Bahmani assigned 7 of Dr. MeGovern's courses to herself much sooner than Dr.
McGovern had asked toberelieved from his teaching duties. In her email communication
‘on October 23, 2022, Dr. Bahmanistated the folowing:

“Iveoverextendedmyself for too many years with too many overloads in econ,
MBA, ie, taking onthe Flex directorship& accepting Terr’ request to cover
his annualful load 1week prior to when he wanted to be released. fet a lot
of pressure bing in a new department, to agree and underestimated the
mountoftime 1d needand should not have accepted either th directorship,
covering Terry's courses, orflex overloads.”

See Exhibit 6.6, emal from Dr. Bahmani (Subject: Voicemalf, Email chain originated on
October 19,202) for supporting evidence.
EC char contacted Dr. McGovern to provide darifcation on ths matter, and he stated the
folowing on October 17, 2022.

“I stopped teaching al the Flex courses (9-+ capstone orientation module) on
June 1. The discussion abou not teaching Flex as an overload over the summer
took place in an email chain on May 18 22betweenSahar and |. See the
attachedpdfor the email chain.
Just toclarify did not request to stop teaching in Flex over the summer, It

was anoffer madebySahar on the May 18emailat1:55pm. t was
suggested thatif neededabeakfrom teaching Flex that someone else
wouldbeassignedand in my response to the offer, | agreed that having a
break would be deal.”

Further evaluation ofthe email exchange between Dr. Bahmani and Dr. McGovern revealed
that on May 18,2022 at 2:58 PM Dr. McGovern stated:

“Having a break wuld be deal, especially during the 2nd 7 wees a 1am
taking Scouts backpacking in the mountainsfor2 weeks starting the 3rd week
of uly andwillbe ofthegrid during that time. | amgladto cover the courses
duringthfirst7 weeks os  reaize the term starts next Monday already. A
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contract was sent for the MBA class |am teaching but | haven't seen anything
forFlex courses, hence my confusion. *

In only 9 minutes, Dr. Bahmani made the decision to immediately remove Dr. McGovern
from all 9 of his courses and personally take them over starting on June 1, 2022 thereby
completely disregarding his offer to teach through the frst weekof July. This conclusion is
evidenced by Dr. Bahmanf's reply on May 18, 2022,at 3:07 p.m.

“lune1st subscriptionperiodand onward I'm free to gradecover for you. Just
let Ryan and 1 know!"

See Exhibit 6.11 for Dr. McGovern's email (Subject: lex Courses’, Email chain originatingon
October 16, 2022) and the email exchange between Drs. McGovern and Bahmani (Subject
‘Flex BSBA Workload!forsupporting evidence.

On June 27,2022, Dr. Bahmani reported via email that Dr. Kuruvilla has agreed to teach
BAOS 320, BOAS 321, BALM 320X and BALM 321X starting September 1, 2022. The only
benefit one could see in removing Dr. McGovern immediately on June 1, 2022 was to gain
additional Flex overload revenue for herself.

To date Dr. Bahmani has not provided a satisfactory explanation as to why as Flex AD, she
did notcontact the Dean, Department Chair, or other DOB faculty members in the needed
areas of expertise to find replacement instructorsfor courses that she assigned to herself as
Flex overload.

b.. This not the only incident where Dr. Bahmani made questionable decisions as Flex AD. Dr.
Bahmani was askedby the Dean and Department Chair in a meeting dated June 23, 2022,
why she assigned7outof 13 credits of course development to only one facultymember (0.
Suresh Chalasani) and another2 credits to an adjunct instructor, Prasad Kothapall from
New Jersey with no connection to UW-Parkside. Some of the courses assigned were in the
areas of Marketing, Supply Chain Management, and Human Resource Managementand the.
both instructors developing the courses have no educational background in those:
disciplines.

See Exhibit 6.12, the Initial course development assignments for BUSANmadeby Or.
Bahmani, for supporting evidence.

Dr. Bahmani explained “Crista KruseandRyan (from UWEX) made these recommendations
and wanted us toquicklyact on it Furthermore, Dr. 8abmani referred to the adjunct

instructor Prasad Kothapall, who she assigned two course development contracts to as
“Suresh's frend".

ECacknowledges that Dr. Chalasani created, implemented, andfosteredthe Flex program.
He was instrumental in bringing this program to UW-Parlside and the Department of
Business. His tireless effort resulted in Flex program receiving AACSB accreditation. None
of the above questions Dr. Chalasan’s integrity or judgement etc. based upon these.
statements from Dr. Bahmani. Inthe November9, 2022 EC meeting Dr. Chalasani restated
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“Instructor, Prasad Kothapall as recommended based upon merit and qualificationalone”
in response to remark “Suresh’s Friend",

Inthemeeting with Dean Gee and the DepartmentChair on June 24, 2022, Cisa Kruse,the
Director of Professional and Continuing Education, made i lear that she does not get
involved in academic decisions or provide recommendations for course development or
teaching. Additionally, Ryan Specht-Boardman carified his (no) role in in an email dated
June27, 2022. |

“Sincemy name was mentioned below, | wanted to write to clarify my role
here s to support thedevelopment process ofa course(s)aftefocultyare

identified andhired by the home institution (UW-Parkside). 1am not involved in
the developmentorissuanceofcontracts n this capacity.”

See Exhibit 6.13, email response formRyan Specht-Boardman (Subject: ‘CopyofBUSAN. |
developmentContract Request, Email chain originatingon June 23, 2022) for supporting
evidence

During the same meeting on June 23, 2022, Dr. Bahmani was asked by the Dean and
Department Chalr to rectfy her decisions regarding BUSAN course assignments and she
agreed to do so. Later that same day, Dr. Bahman abruptly resigned a the Flex AD, ending
her term on June 30, 2022 with one weeks’ notice. Dr. Bahmani recommended Dr. Suresh
Chalasani a the nextFlexAD and provided the following reasons for her resignation:

“l explained that while this 1 year of serving a the Flex director was a good
learning experienceforme, do not want to continue. explainedmy reasons
to Parag and also myteachingandresearch havealwayscomefirst.

Know itsnot ly 1justyet but know that 1 willdo everything that needs to be |
donefor a smooth transition to the next director. honestlythinkSuresh isthe
very best director for lex B54 (and that he always has been) and | know Gary
Wood and Rob Ducoffe wouldagreeas theyhave both been extremely
supportive of Flex."

See Exhibit 6.14 for Dr. Bahmani’ resignation email (Subject: Stepping down’) for
supporting evidence.

Inthe November 5, 2022 EC meeting Or. halasani stated that he had no intentionor desire
toserve as Fix AD.

After Dr. Bahmani was asked inthe EC meetingofOctober 12, 2022 about fraudulent
grading,she resigned from her Flex teaching dutiesby leavingavoicemal onthe current
Flex AD, Dr. Knight's work phone on October 18, 2022. r. Bahmani also senta follow up
email, providing the reason for her resignationofFlex teaching duties, effective:
immediately

|
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“On Oct 181requested allofmyflexcourses to be reassigned due to medical
Issues. I've met with Gary Wood andRobas well as HR are aware. Thank you
foraccommodating this on suchshortnotice.

See Exhibit 6.6, email from Dr. Bahmani (Subject: Voicemaif, Emailchainoriginated on
October 19, 2022)forsupporting evidence.

Itis concerning to note that Dr. Bahmani only requesteda release fromher Flex teaching
duties, which are entirely online and require intermittent grading only afterastudent
submission. Dr. Bahmani requested no accommodations or leave for her 12 credits of in-
load teaching, comprisedof face-to-face and online classes, undergraduate and MBA level,
that are far more demanding.

See Exhibit 6.15, email from AssociateVice Provost of HR, Dr. S. Glass dated October 20,
2022 and email from Chair Dr. Dhumal dated October 18, 2022 (Subject: ‘Phone message
from Sahar) for supporting evidence.

On October 18, 2022, theDean and Chair received a request from UW-Milwaukee HR to
‘approve Dr. Bahmani's Winterim 2023overload teaching and to sign the BPLogix form for
the Fall 2022 overload teachingshe is currently doing for UW-Milwaukee. Clearly Dr.
‘Bahmani's medical issues have selectively affected her teaching in the Flex program, but not
her in-load teaching at UW-Parkside or her overload teaching for UW-Milwaukee.

See Exhibit 6.16, email from Shawndrika Hazelwood, HR UW-Milwaukee (Subject: ‘UW-
Milwaukee Inter-institutional Overload — Bahmani) for supporting evidence.

In the EC meeting dated October 12, 2022, Dr. Bahmani blatantly disregarded the severity of
her misconduct, by stating “Oh wellit s just Flex. Not only did Dr. Bahmani abandon her
duties twice (first as AD and second as Instructor) with litle to no notice with questionable
excuses,butshe has also bluntly indicatedthat shedoes not value this program.

3.3 CommentsfromECmembers.

EC Member 1: “The same reckless attitude is on display in the way Sahar Bahmani
appropriated all the 14 coursesforherselfwhen it became clear that Terry McGovern
‘would not be able to teach 9ofthem. Without informing anyofher faculty
colleagues who possess the requisite expertise to teach those courses, Sahar decided
to teach every oneofthe courses herself. After all, who needs expertise when one
can give MD to everyone who registers without even checking whetherthey have.
submitted even a single assignment?| Once again, no thought was given by Bahmani
as to how thequality and credibilityofthe programcouldbe jeopardized byher
reckless actions or how the student receiving such gradesmight feel robbed of their
educational experience”.
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ECMember 2: “There was definitely a financial incentive in sheobviously performed
a minimal numberofduties for which she was compensated probably$60,000 over
five years. Ym not sure as aid also that the opportunity to teach 11 additional
courses, and the pay she would receive was the sole motivation. It certainly would've
been difficult to replace al those instructors as we move towards summer.”

EC Member3: “The role of the AD sto serve as administrator and teach in the
program. One might accept that the AD would step in and teach when no one else
can teach. However, the AD must ask other instructors to teach to determine if no
ane else can teach beforetheAD teaches te course themselves ts understandable

if this happens once or twice, but with an entire lst of qualified faculty available, itis
odd that the AD taught 14 classes, and there is nd recordofthe AD asking others to
teach a course that required on instructor. After reviewing the emailconversation
included, it is unclear why Professor Bahmani immediately suspended Professor
McGovern from teaching his class when that was not what he asked. What is more
concerning is why Professor Bahmani taught 14 courses when she was not qualiled
as aninstructor to do so.”

3.4 £C' Observationand Conclusion

Or. Bahmani madea seriesoffalse statements whenasked about her decisions on (1) BUSAN
course development contracts and (i) assigning herself Dr. McGovern's Flex courses in summer
2022. Or. Bahmani’'s motive speculative but there is no doubt that she violated Wisconsin
Legislature: administrative code/UWS 8.01 that states “Every memberof theunclassified staffat
the time ofappointment makes apersonal commitment to professional honesty and integrity”.
Dr. Bahmani jeopardized our accreditationbyassigning herself courses beyond her expertise:
and falsifying grades. These actions would notbeposible without misusing her authority as the
Flex AD and making decisions that conflicted with the interests of the Flex program and the UW-
Parkside institution; al while she benefited in extensive overload compensation. Therefore, O.
Bahmani violated UWS 8.01 which states “It is a violationo this commitment for unclassified

staff members to seek financial gain or themselves,thir immediate families or organizations
with which they are associated through activities that confit with the interestsof the University
of Wisconsin System.”
In both instances (1) and (1) above, Dr. Bahman resigned from hr dutie, first asthe Fex AD.
and later as an instructor, in an attempt to avoid further scrutiny. In doing so, Or. Bahmani
demonstrateda compte anduterdisregard for the Flex programbydownplaying the severity
ofhermisconduct.As a result, Or. Bahmani has violated the UWPF 7 Preamble that states
“When considering the interruption or terminationofhis/her service, he/she recognizes the
effect of his/herdecision upon the progrom ofthe institutionandgives due notice ofhis/her
intentions.”
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4.0 Student Complaints and the Impact of Misconduct on Students

4.1 RelevantPolicies

Wisconsin Legislature: Chapter UWS 8 provides the UnclassifiedStaff Code of Ethics. UWS 8.01
states:

“UWS 8.01 Declarationofpolicy. In view of the special relationshipof the University
of Wisconsin System to the state and to affirm as public policy within the system
certain common standards to prevent conflictsof interest, the board hereby adopts
the following code of ethics for unclassifiedstaffpursuantto 55. 19.45 (11) b) and
36.23, stats.

(1) Every memberofthe unclassified staffo the timeof appointment makesa
personalcommitment to professional honesty and integrity, to seek knowledge and.
to share that knowledge freely with others. Such a commitment s essential for the
university to perform its proper function in ou society and to ensure continued
confidenceofthe peapleof this state in the Universityof Wisconsin System and its
personnel. ts a violation of this commitment forunclassifiedstaffmembers to seek
financial gain for themselves, their immediate familles o organizations with which
theyare associated through activites that confict with the interestsofthe University
of Wisconsin System.

(2) The BoardofRegents, as a matterof policy, recognizes that:

(a) Membersof the unclassified staffhave personalandeconomic interests in
the decisions and policiesof national, state and local government.

(6) Membersof the unclassifiedstaff retain ther rights as citizens to interests
ofa personal or economic nature.

{e) The codeofethics must distinguish between those minor and
inconsequential conflicts which are unavoidable in a free society and those.
conflicts whichare substantialand material

(3) In adopting thestandardsofconductset orth in thi chapter, iti the board's
purpose to prohibit only those activities which will esult inaconflictbetween the
personal interestsof an unclassifiedstaffmember andthatstaff member's public
responsibilities to the University of Wisconsin System. Its not the board's purpose.
to prohibit an unclassifiedstaffmember from freely pursuing those teaching,
research, professionaland pubic service activites which will not result n such a
conflict, nor to prohibit a staff member from accepting any compensation, fees,
honoraria or reimbursementofexpenses which may be offered in connection
therewith.”
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4.2 Application

Below are examples that demonstratea conflict with UWS policies stated above.

4.2.1 Faculty Complaint

As the new Flex AD, Dr. Knight madethe appropriate changes to the Flex instructors by
matching the educational experience /background of each instructorwiththesubject they.
teach. Prof. Zameeruddin, DBA, ID, LLM, CPA started teaching BALM 200X, a Business Law
course starting September 2022. At the end ofthe September, she was to enter grades for
the July through September 2022 subscription period. Prof. Zameeruddin, attempted to
enter her grades in SOLARon the astgradesubmission day, and immediately noticed that
the grades for her BALM200X course were already posted and approved; furthermore, they
were both MDgradeswhich were incorrect.Neither student had submitted the requisite
assignments and correctly earneda PR grade but instead received an MD grade. Prof.
Zameeruddin, immediately reported this matter to the Flex AD, Chair, Dean, and Registrar's
office on September 29, 2022 seeking and inquiring as to whoincorrectlyentered her
students course grades.
Lori Turnerofthe Registrars office replied to Prof, Zameeruddinvia email saying “Please
check with Sahar about the grades. You are the two [Prof. Zameeruddin and Dr. Bahmani]
who had access to the grading. 1 have copied her [Or. Bahmani] on this message.”

BothProf. Zameeruddin and Dr. Bahmani, were sted as instructors with access to the.
SOLAR gradebook. Dr. Bahmani’s access was not removed when Prof. Zameeruddin'saccess.
was added.
Dr. Bahmani responded via email on September 29, 2022 stating * don't have access to that
course in my canvas dashboard, Peter told me to enter for that course today but figured
they wereprior students and thesola roster was given to me today for that class when it
should go to RZProf. Rizvana Zameeruddin]”

Dr. Knight, Flex AD, replied via email on October 19, 2022 stating “By the way below is
blatantlyfalse. Ask Sahar to produce the email. The burdens on her to prove her accusation
Please don't repeat thi Lori and all as fact until investigated. This is howunfounded rumors
become fact.”
To this date, Dr. Bahmani provided no documentation about Dr. Knight asking her to enter
grades for Prof. Zameeruddin's course.
See Exhibit 6.17for email discussion between Prof. Zameeruddin, Dr. Bahmani and Dr.
Knight (Subject: ‘Flex GradesEnteredPriorto Instructor Approval’, Email chain originated on
September 29, 2022) for supporting evidence.

This grading Issue was not resolved due to allegations and counter allegations without
substantiveevidence therefore Prof. Zameeruddin fleda formal grievance with the Faculty
Rights and Responsibilities Committee on October 26, 2022.
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See Exhibit 6.17, email from Prof Zameeruddin (Subject: BALM201x JulySubscription Period.
Grades’) for supporting evidence.
Within a few hours on October 26, 2022, Dr. Bahmani in anotheremail responded
“Rizvana: This was the very least I could do as the error was entirely mineand not ot all
yours. Again, I'm sorry.”
On the same day, Dr. Bahmani also left voicemail on Prof. Zameeruddin’s office phone:
acknowledging that the grading error was hers.

On October 27, 2022, Prof. Zameeruddin withdrew her complaint from the Faculty Rights
and Responsibilities Committee tating via email “Dear Sahar, Thankyoufor your attention
to this matter, and your gradingerroracknowledgement. | will withdrawmy formal
grievance with the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Commitee [Committee].

See Exhibit 6.17, email interaction between Dr. Bahmani and Prof. Zameeruddin (Subject:
“Grade Change Process BALMS200XSept. subscription period’) for supporting evidence.

The matter of Dr. Bahmant’ grading irregularities was evolving in early October 2022. Dr.
Knight, theFlexAD undertook an Investigation into the matterofreporting of incorrect
grades and student(s) also contacted Dr. Knight and provided information on Dr. Bahmant's
incorrect grade reporting. Ryan Specht-Boardman, Senior Program Manager of UWEX
assisted Dr. Knight in providing relevant information.

4.2.2 Student Complaint

On October 6, 2022, a student in the Flex program complained to the Dean and Department
Chair aboutagrade reporting issue that he attempted to resolve on two separate occasions,
once with Dr. Bahmani directly. In his email complaint the student stated:

“For some reason, my transcriptshowed that|had "MD"i the class but|
actuallydidnot complete any work in it. knew something was wrong, so 1
emailedProfessor Bahmani to straighten things ou. Sheacknowledged thatI
did not complete any work. 1 was able to add BALM 200 to this term after
working with Danielle Stertz so|thought everything was good to go for me to
begin working on the coursework. At the present time|am confused,whyare
there grading ssues yet again in this course? | haven't experiencedanything
like this in other courses

Mymoralandethical compass doesn't allow me to take creditforthings that
1 havenotdone. Can you please forward this towhomever can take a look at
the situation? just want assurance thiswon'tkeep happening. See attached
Jor the frst conversation with Danielle.”

Dr. Knight requested a meeting with the Dean and Chair to discuss this sensitive Flex matter,
the meeting was scheduled for October 7, 2022. This student complaint and what Dr. Knight
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discussed were two different components of the same larger issue. An urgent EC meeting
was scheduled for October 12, 2022 to discuss the matter further. On October 7, 2022 it
was not completelyclearwhat the gravity and extent of this issue was. Was the issue.
limited to one Flex instructor or mre thanone,was the grading error, negligenceorwas it
intentional and therefore fraudulent? Dr. Knight examined the grading patterns of the
entire Flex program going back two years and he reported his findings during the October
12,2022 EC meeting. The Dean, Dr. Gee was invited to participate in the meeting like all the.
other EC members.
The Department Chair, Dr. Dhumal, responded tothe student's complaint on October7,
2022 and provided his reassurance that the grading regularity would be addressed in the
upcoming ECmeetingscheduled for October 12, 2022. The student responded on October
7, 2022 via email and stated the following:

“Thank you for getting back to me so quickly, did not anticipate this. | believeif think|
am doing the right thing, do not need to worry about negative consequences. | want
the UWParksideprogram to be as strong as t possibly can because in the end, my
‘name will be on a diploma, certificate, and maybe even a MBA that displays the
institution's name. *

See Exhibit 6.9, email from student (Subject: BALM200X' Email chain originated on July 26,
2022) and an additional forwarded email communication (Subject: ‘August Registration,
Email chain originated on July 20, 2022) for supporting evidence.

4.23 Impact on Student Graduation and Transfers

“The Flex BSBA is a competency-based program where students complete requirements at
theirown place and graduate form the program. The Flex program currently has a robust
enrollment but only 18 students have graduatedfrom the program. UWEX provided a fist
ofthe 18 graduates that graduated between June 2019 and August 2022. We reviewed their
transcriptsand checked subscription periods for courses they took with Dr. Bahmani. We.
then looked in Canvas to see if they completed the appropriate coursework and made all
the necessary submissions
Canvas data goes back two years, prior to that courses were on D2L. We are not able to
checkthe records of 3 graduates who took courses with Dr. Bahmani n prior years. We
found convincing evidence that one student graduated with an MD grade inBAEF 300X
without submitting al the assignments requiredtopass Dr. Bahmani’s class. For the
remaining 17 students we cannot be sure that they qualified to graduate given that Dr.
‘Bahmani graded all of the students with a perfect score; even those who gave incorrect
‘numerical answers to questions. The scopeofthis issue and challenges it poses, leaves us
without the time or resources to regrade all of Dr. Bahmani's student submissions over the.
fast 5 years. Without regrading all of Dr. Bahman’’ student submissions over the ast 5
years we will not truly understand the extentofthe impact on students.
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See Exhibit 6.18 for supporting evidence.

An even more significant issue brought toour attention by the Flex AD Dr. Knights that
approximately 40% of Flex students have eft the program and they may have transferred
{or wil be transferring) courses to another institution, courses that they may not have
actually passed. In his October 16, 2022 reply to EC members, Dr. Knight states:

“Also we have to be vigilant about the totalnumberofstudents who were
enrolled in these courses and what have done since they were awarded credit
for these courses. We know probably roughly40percent have left the
rogram. Some may have already or will n the future present these courses as
transfer credits at other institutions”

See Exhibit 6.19 for an email chain originatingonOctober 12, 2022 entitled ‘information
presented in today's ECmeeting’forsupporting evidence.

There are overwhelming number of studentscurrently in the Flex program have received
MD grades for courses that they should not have passed. The challenges posed by this and
the cost of correction is addressed n section 5of this complaint.

4.2.4 LossofLearning Experience and Value of Degree Received

UW-Parkside’s BSBA Flex program is theonlyAACSBapproved Flex program inthe world.
Students who pay thousandsofdollars in tuitionseek a degree from this institution to.
receivea qualty learning experience. By notprovidinggenuine feedback and falsifying
Student grades, Dr. Bahmani deprived students from this leaning opportunity. Dr. Bahmani's
actionsplaced these students into courses withoutmeeting the prerequisite further
affecting thelr learning in advanced courses. Not only did Dr. Bahman not provide these
Studentswith the help and attention they deserved but the students paid our university
tuition dollars for the benefit
“This complaint would be lacking if we ignored the damage, both real and potential, that Or.
‘Bahman has knowingly inflicted upon her students and theentire UW-Parkside student
body. Dr. Bahmani’s current students will have the validityoftheirgrades questioned, and
her former students will be subject to rumors questioning whether ornottheyhad
genuinely earned their degrees. If this matter is not dealt with appropriately itwillbe
difficult o limit ths scandal to only Dr. Bahmani. Byfalsifyinggrades, Or. Bahmani has
exposedusalto the real possibilty that peopleinthecommunitywill begin questioning.
whether any UW-Parkside degree is legitimate.

4.3 Comments from EC members

ECMember 1: Its this factor (impact on Students) that concerns me the most. there.
is no other way to put this: Bahmani has basically been running a scam operation,
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defrauding students of their tution without providing any learning i return, It's not
surprising that this entre scam operation has cometo light, thanks to a complaint
lodged bya student who receivedaMD grade without submitting o single
assignment. What kind ofa university are we running that awards grades of
excellence without satisfying single course requirement,thstudent demanded to
know. What answer could one possibly give except to own up to the presenceof such
a faculty member in our ranks? imagine what went through themindof thi student
who had enrolled with us with the trust that we were providing a quality education in
return for his tition. Bahmani could be least bothered by such questions as long as
she could keep amassing coursesand indiscriminately awarding gradesofexcellence,
whether anything was being done to full the course requirements or not. The sheer
contempt and disregard by Bahmanior her chosen profession of teaching s truly
breathtaking.”

4.4 EC's Observation and Conclusion

Based on the interaction that took place between Dr. Bahmani, Or. Knight and Prof.
‘Zameeruddin regarding the BAUM200X course grade posting, Dr. Bahmani again made false
statements without evidence that Dr. Knight had asked her to enter Prof. Zameeruddin’s
Student course grades. In contrast, Dr. Bahmani did not acknowledge her mistake unti the
‘complaint was filed with the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee.

similar pattern is observed with regards to the student complaint. When an honest student
brought to Dr. Bahmani’s altention that he does not deserve an MD grade forthe work he has
not completed, she did not alter hr fraudulent actions. Dr. Bahmani did not attempt to stop
what she had been doing for years. On the contrary, after she changed the complaining
Student's grade to PR, she continued with her fraudulent grading practice until thematterwas
brought to light through faculty and student complaints in October 2022. During the October
12,2022 ECmeetingandlater in an email explanation, Dr. Bahmani did not acknowledge her
grading irregularities or show anyremorsefor her actions. Instead of correctly grading students.
for October 2022, she requested to be released from all Flex teaching responsibilities on medical
grounds. Furthermore, her response to EC gives EC no faith that Dr. Bahmaniwill change her
behavior rather actions wil aler not to get caught.

“The student complaint demonstrates that Dr. Bahmanf’sactions are damaging the value of the.
degree students receive from the Flex program. The potential damage from Dr. Bahmanis

actions are not limited to the Flex program; her actions can destroy the very fabric of trust in
UW-Parkside, trust that ha taken decades to build. Ifthis matter becomes public knowledge,
this institution willsufferirreversible damages.

Or. Bahmani violated UWS 8.01 which sates“iisthe board's purpose toprohibit only those
activities which will esult in conflict between the personal interests ofan unclassified staff
member and that staff member's public responsibilties to the University of Wisconsin System.”
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5.0 Compensation of Dr. Bahmani and Cost of Misconduct to the University

5.1Relevantpolicies

‘Wisconsin Legislature: Chapter UWS§ provides the Unclassified Staff Code of Ethics. UWS 8.01
States:

“UWS 8.01 Declarationofpolicy. in view of the special relationship of the University
of Wisconsin System to the tote and to affirm as pubic policy within the system
certain common standards to prevent conflictsof terest, theboardhereby adopts
the following codeofethics for unclassifiedstaff pursuanttos. 19.45 (11) (b) and.
36.23, Stats.

(1) Every member of the unclassified staff a the timeofappointment makesa
‘personal commitment to professional honesty and integrity, to seek knowledge and
to share that knowledge freely with others. Such o commitment is essential for the
university to perform its proper function in our society and to ensure continued
confidence of the peaple of thi state in the Universityof Wisconsin Systemand its
personnel. It is a violation ofthis commitmentfor unclassifiedstaff members to
seek financial gain for themselves, thir immediate families or organizations with
which they are associated through activities that conflictwith the interestsofthe
UniversityofWisconsin System.

(2) TheBoardofRegents, as a matter ofpolicy, recognires that:

(a) Membersofthe unclassifiedstaff have personal ond economic interests in
the decisions and policies ofnational, state and focalgovernment.

(6) Membersofthe unclassifiedstaff retain their rights a citizens to interests
ofa personalor economic nature.

(c) The code ofethics must distinguish between thoseminorand
inconsequential conflicts which are unavoidable n a free society and those.
conflicts which are substantial and material.

(3) In adopting the standardsof conduct set forth in this chapter, tis the board's
purpose toprohibitonly those activities which will result in a conflict between the
personal interestsofan unclassifiedstaff member and thatstaffmember's public
responsibilities to the UniversityofWisconsin System. It s no the board's purpose.
to probibit an unclassifiedstaffmemberfrom freely pursuing those teaching,
research, professionalandpublicsevice activities which will not result in such a
conflict, nor to prohibitastaff member from accepting any compensation, fees,
honoraria or reimbursementofexpenses which may be offered in connection
therewith,
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Or. Bahmans instructional compensation or Fex teachin prior to January 2021.was minimal.
We estimatetis amount to beapproximately $200 to 300 per month.Forthe period January
2017-December 2020, estimated average income was $250 per month or $3,000 annually. Over

2-year period,estimatedFle teaching compensation was $12,000. In comparison, for the
period January 2021-September2022, Dr. Sahrmants Flex compensation was $18,207.5025
Shown in the table below. Dr. Bahman received more than $30,000 Flex instructional pay
for dishonest work.
Or. Bahmants monthly instructions monthly pay ws $345 per (3 courses) in January 2021. Her
monthy poy increasedt $3,277.50 in August 2022 (14 courses). This 950% pay increase
resulted from Dr. Sabmants decision to slf-ssign 11 addtional courses beyond her expertise;
courses tht sh graded dishonesty. I DeanGeewere not appointinganew Flex AD, Or. Knight
\who made rational decisions, Dr. Bahman’ teaching compensation of 3,277.50 (536.000
annual) would have continued.
tis ls relevanto state that r. Bahmani i oneofighest paid professors on a &-manth base
pay salary on the entire UW-Porkside Campus, Carently, her curent base pay 3-month salary
is $134,100 and this has increased more than a 50% increase in 10 years. Dr. Bahmani received

two significant month base salary adjustments made by retired Dean Dirk Baldwin, The irs
one was in 2013.20 when she was transferred to the DOB (apart from ull professor promotion
Increase whichis standard) and a second increase of $12,700 ws in August 2021. Dr. Bahmani
was appointed asthe Flex AD n July 2021 by retired Dean Badin and provided additonal
annual compensation of$28,989 and two course releases per year $12,000 equivalent i 008)
for hr duties as Flex AD. Despite all that this institution has given Dr. Bahmanishe chose no to
loher ob honestly,shedidnot take hr commitmentto her students seriously by submitting
raudulntgrades, and she received substantia financial compensations. Dr. 8ahman’s actions
havea potentially detrimental impactto this institution.

5.22 Lossof Enrollment, Tuition Revenue, and Cos of Corrective Action

Theaverage number of PR grades awarded in the 856A Flex program is 49.34% (Refer to section
2.20 for details). Dr. Bahmani taught 14 courses for th Flex program; four coursesfo the
entire duration and ten courses taught for partial duration
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We requestedJohn Standards, Academic Assessment Analyst, to provide data on Mastery
Attempts Distribution In the BSBA Flex program since its inception. He finds that out of 2365
courses mastered: 1,808 courses were mastered on the 1° attempt, 401 on the 2" attempt, 92
on the 39 attempt, 38 on the 4" attempt, 18 on the 5%attempt, and 8on the 6 attempt.

See Exhibit 6:22, email from John Standards dated November 11, 2022 (Subject: Few last
questions’) for supporting evidence.
In contrast, out of 270-course enrollments, Dr. Bahmani awarded mastery grades to 257
Students (270-13=257) on the frst attempt. We did further analysis to calculate the distribution
of mastery attempts in her courses, how many course enrollmentswe lost, and how many
Subscriptionperiods this should indicate. Our analysis shows thatwe lost 90subscription
periods from the academic misconduct of Dr. Bahmani. Students pay $2,250persubscription
period in the Flexprogram;this means the university lost $2,250+90= $202,500 in tuition

See Exhibit 6.23 for an analysisofthe lossof course enrollmentand subscription periods for
supporting evidence.
During the EC meeting on October 12, 2022, Dr. Knight discussed potential actions that could
take to provide affected students with a missed learning opportunity. EC members further
emphasized thatin a meeting on November 9, 2022, and recommended providing one
subscription period for free to all students who haveevertaken at least one course with Dr.
‘Bahmani. Dr. Bahmani awarded MO grades to all students who have not completed work,
completed some work, or submitted all work. Even among students who submitted all work,
she universally scored 100% on al assignments in her finance courses. In addition, perfect
Scores were awarded for numerical quiz-ike questions, even with wrong answers. Thus, if we
were to grant the opportunity for students to reenroll in classestheytook with Dr. Bahmani, we.
have to make it avaiable in all 270 cases.

Werequested the number of students affected In these 270 cases from John Standards
Academic Assessment Analyst. John Standards reported thatatotal of 122 students had taken
atleast one course with Dr. Bahman. See Exhibit 6.22, email from John Standards dated
November 11, 2022 (Subject: Fewlost questions’) for supporting evidence.

Out of these 122,80students are currently active, 18 students graduated from the program,
and another 24 are inactive. Reaching out to all 122 students will be beneficial; perhaps we can
gain enrollment back from inactive students. Providingone free subscription to 122 students
will equal $274,500 in tuition revenues.

Overall, we estimate a loss of $202,500 in tition revenues and anexpenseof $274,500 in
corrective actions. At the same time,we paid Dr. Bahmaniover $30,000 in instructional pay,
paythatshe did not receive honestly, along with close to $30,000 plus two-course releases
(512,000) as a stipend for serving as the Flex AD, an authority she misused for personal financial
gain. The estimated cost of Dr. Bahmani's misconduct to UW-Parkside is $549,000.

2



5.23 Potential Lawsuits

By notaddressingthis issuewe open ourselves up to a potential cass action lawsuit from
Students for breach of contract. In essence we have taken tition dollars from students and not
provided themwithwhatwe promised, an education. Above estimateof $645,750 does not

include cost of potential lawsuits. Thus, it i essential to take swift action against Dr. Bahmani
and also provide students option to reenroll forfreelyfor one subscription period.
5.2.4 Impact on Accreditation, Reputation and Future Enrollment

During the last AACSB review vist (Fall 2020}, theFlex program was an area of concern; f Dr.
Bahmani's grading regularities come to light, it will directly and negatively affect the DOB's
accreditation status and thatofthe university. Ifwe do not address this issue, we signal to the.
‘AACSB that we do not have checks and balances in place, that faculty can award grades as they
please with no relation to performance, and that such corrupt practices are permissible as ong
asthey are not detected. Accreditation procedures have been put in place precisely to identify
this type of fraudateducational institutions; fwe are aware of thsmatterand do not respond
appropriately, ouraccreditation willbe revoked. The consequencesoflosing our accreditation
would be devastating for our enrollments, our programs, and the universityas awhole. We.
cannot put price tagon this item.

5.3 EC's Observation and Conclusion

Dr. Bahmani engaged in fraudulent grading i the Flex Program for five years even while serving as
its AD. Without regardfor this institution, ts faculty and most importantly tsstudents she assigned
grades regardless of merit. Despite studentscomplaining about her unfair grading practices, Dr.
‘Bahman continued grading unethically. Dr. Bahmani received a 950% increase in Flex overload
compensationwhen she self-assigned courses 11 additional courses that she vias not qualifiedto
teach, thereby abusing her power for personal financial gains. Dr. Bahmani had a clear and concise:
understanding of Flex and more importantly its grading system and she breached her ethicaland
contractual duties to her students and ths university.

Dr. Bahmaniwas the Flex AD, before suddenly resigning and nowshe has selectively abandoned her
Flex teaching duties alone citing medical reasons, all while requesting additional overload teaching
at UW-Milwaukee. Not once did she apologize to the colleagues she put at isk or the
administrationof the instituteofher employ. Dr. Bahmani has placed the DOB at risk of losing its
AACSB accreditation and will not acknowledgeanywrong doing; had she done so, the EC would not
have resorted to filing an official complaint. In order to rectify something, Dr. Bahmani would frst
need to acknowledge her wrong doing. The consequences of losing ouraccreditation would be
devastating for ourenrollments, our programs, and the university as awhole.

This institution has lost enrollment and revenue and will incur expenses to right the situation, all
because of Dr. Bahmanf' arrogance and desire for personal gain. Overall, we estimatea loss of
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$202,500 n tuition revenue, and anexpenseof$274,500 in corrective actions due to Dr. Bahmani's
fraudulent grading. During this period,Or. Bahmani was paid over $30,000 in instructional pay,
which she did not receive honestly and an additional $30,000 plus two course releases valued at
$12,000 35 stipend for serving as the Flex AD. Dr. Bahmani misused her Flex AD authority for
personalfinancial gain; therebycostingthis university approximately $549,000.

Before filing this complaint, the EC gave Dr. Bahmani several opportunities to explain her grading,
grade reporting, and course assignments; she was evasive and continually changed her explanation
and she defended her misconduct. When provided with evidence contradicting her various
inconsistent explanations, Or. Bahmani responded by making blatantly fake statements; tis
reckless disregard for the truth demonstrates both professional dishonesty and a lack of integrity
and Dr. Bahmani does not express any remorse or the desire to rectify the situationoreven
acknowledge it.
Or. Bahman's unethical and unfairgrading practice violates the personal commitment to
professional honesty and integrity and this institution's commitment tots students and the
‘community. Furthermore,by receiving substantia Flex overloadpayforteaching,and grading 14
courses, 11of which she was not qualified to teach and allof which she did not grade correctly, Dr.
Bahmani usurped the university's interest for her personal gain. As demonstrated throughout this
‘complaint, she has violated Wisconsin Legislature: Chapter UWS8and UWPF Chapter 7,

‘We cannot undo Dr. Bahmani's actions, but we can discipline her and prevent them from occurring
again. Without an appropriate response to Dr. Bahmani's numerous and repeatedviolations, the.
UniversityofWisconsin-Parkside will be perceived as complicit in her actions and condoningofher
behavior. We encourageyou to address this matter as an isolated incident dealt with swiftly and
Sincerely and we recommend the strongest possible corrective action under the provision of
Wisconsin Legislature UW 7.03.

6.0 Exhibits

Exhibits are given on next page.
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EXHIBIT 6.2

rom: —
Te DmSo Tinre1,22 720

Attachments: BSBAMasteryratesinge programlunch. [Data from this file

A= Ts onnentpage rere
Below is the complete explanation

Dr. Peter Knight,
Full Professor, Sales and Marketing
Director- Sales Center
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha , Wisconsin

53141-2000 :

From: Specht Boardman, Ryan <ryanspechtboardman @uwexwisconsinedu>
Sent Monday, October 31, 2022 353 FM
Tor Knight, eter C <kightp@uwp.eci>
Subject: Mastery cata

“Etomal Email: Use caution responding, opening attachments, oclicking on inks.
eter -

You had reduestedthe PRgrade at fo theBSAprogram. leaseseeattached Ay rade
information that we have comes rom th data feed from SOLAR Thisis data 3 fly 2022 (fs
awaysng 0have abouta3month delay). Ao, columni called Tle thaw howeser,
{hisdata5almost exclusivelywitha. As vou know,getingling grade nrthe ror poly
wasvery dfcol (you could only get an F grade after attempts at a couse.

The only wonky thing with this datas the Math courses, whch changed the name fom BAMA
100/101/102 1Math1055 you's thoseare sed sparaely here. But the est should be
retyintie,

Thanks,
RyanSpecht Boardman
Senior Program Manager
UW Fleble Option | OW Boot Camps | UW ils Forward
608.890.4481 | rvan.spechthoardman@uwexwisconsin.edu

unversmyor wsconsiy
D>]extended

campus
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Mastery Data for all BSBA Flex courses since program launch in Dec 2016
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EXHIBIT 6.3

From: Kat.ptr
Tor Dhpay

pA GonMleY
Subject: Re EF 00CotaBadenai: caretGro
ote: Wednesda,verter 2, 202222032 4

Pll try to get that information to you tonight but if you have administrator access you can too
“The names of the students arc on the screenshots Ibelieve.

Dr. Peter Knight,
Full Professor, Sales and Marketing
Director- Sales Center
UniversityofWisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha, Wisconsin

53141-2000

From; Dhumal, Parag <chumal@uwp.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, November 1, 2022 7:20PM
To: Knight,PeterC<knightp@uwp.edu>
a: Gee, MicheleV<gec@uwpedu>; Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>
Subject: BAEF 300K Capital Budgeting quiz : Incorrect Grading

peter:

Thanks you for covering Sahar’ Flex classes until we find suitable replacernent. | am glad you are:
discussing with Michelle Gabor, finance lecturer, to cover her courses.

To clarify your response below are you saying in BAEF 300K course, for Capital Budgeting quiz
students received full score even with wrong answers? This means even amongst students who
completed assignment and were awarded ‘MID’ grace should not have passed course. ill be sure
todd this information in EC report. Also can you state more information regarding name of student
subscription period etc. ? Complaint need to be backed by evidences so having this information will
be useful.

Thank you

Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
Voter and Ch, Dept. of tines
Chat, Uw: arkside FaceySenate
Coleg of Buses, Economics& Computing
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Dhumal@upedy | +1:262/595-2719

From: Knight,Peter C

“a



Sent: Monday,October 31, 2022 10:46 AM
To: Dhumal, Parag <chumal @uwp.edu>; Gee, Michele V <gee@uWp.ed® ci here to go back to Sec2:2¢
Subject: Re: For your information

“To clarify seems | meant BAEF 300X Capital Budgeting quiz. A number of completely incorrect
numerical answers were awarded ful marks on questions 1 and 2 amongst those who were:
‘awarded MD for the course They should have retaken the assessments, These were not
included in the analysis of fraudulent grades presented to EC. ie the numbers are higher

Dr. Peter Knight

Full Professorof Marketing,Director-SalesCenter,and OnlineBusinessDegreeCompletion
Programs
Collegeof Business, Economics and Computing

University of Wisconsin-Parkside

53141-2000

tipsi/Asswlinkedin.som/in/peter-knight-phod-5187391b
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Courses highlighted in yellow are taught by Or. Bahmani~~ EXHIBIT 6.4. Clickhere to go back to Sec 2.2¢

Class Subscription Period EnrlEmplid_Pers Name. En Official Grade
BALM 200% uly 21 ept21 MD
BALM 200X 1 July 21-Sept21 PR
BALM 200X uly 21-ept21
BALM 200X July 21:Sept21 MD
BALM 200X uly 21-5ept21 PR

BALM 200X 2 Aug21.0ct21 or
BALM 200X 2 Augz10ct21 PR
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0ct21 MD
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0c21 PR
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0ct21 PR
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0ct21 wr
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0ct21 PR
BALM 200X 2 Aug21.0ct21 I
BALM 200X 2 Aug21-0ct21 MD

BALM 200X 3 Sept21-Nova1 pr
BALM 200K 3 Sept21-Nov21 or
BALM 200% 3 Sept21-Nova1 a
BALM 200% 3 sepr21-Nov21 rr
BALM 200% 3 Septa1-Nova1 a
BALM 200% 3 Sept21-Nova1 or
BALM 200K 3 sept21-Nova1 0
BALM 200X 3 Sept21-Noval [0
BALM 200% 3 Sept21-Nov21 wD
BALM 200% 3 Sept21-Nov21 PR
BALM 200% 3 Sept21-Nov21 wD

BALM 200% 4 Octa1-Dec21 "”
BALM 200% 4 0ct21-Dec21 w
BALM 200% 4 0ct21.0ec21 wD
BALM 200% 4 021.0621 MD
BALM 200% 4 0ct21-0ec21 MD
BALM 200% 4 0ct21-0ec21 MD
BALM 200% 4.0ct21-0ec21 PR
BALM 200X 4 0ct21.Dec21 PR
BALM 200X 4 Oct21-Dec21 PR

BALM 200X 5 Nov21an22 MO
BALM 200X 5 Nova1-an22 MD
BALM 200X 5 Nov21-Jan22 PR
BALM 200X 5 Nov21.Jan22 PR
BALM 200X 5 Novz1Jan22 w
BALM 200X 5 Novz1Jan22 PR
BALM 200X 5 Nov21-an22 mo

a



BALM 200% 6 Dec21 Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21 Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21 Feb22 Mo
BALM 200% 6 Dec21Feb22 PR
BALM 200K 6 Dec21-Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21 Feb22 Mo
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 Mo
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 Mo
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 or
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21-Feb22 PR
BALM 200% 6 Dec21Feb22 PR

BALM 200K 7 Jan22-Mar22
BALM 200K 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 200X 7 Jan22-Mar22 Mo
BALM 200X 7 Jan22Mar22 PR
BALM 200X 7 Jan22-Mar22 Mo
BALM 200X 7 Jan22-Marz2 Mo
BALM 200X 7 Jan22-Mar22 Mo
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 Mp
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-1ar22 w
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 or
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 wD.
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 200% 7 Jan22-war22 wD
BALM 200% 7 Jan22 Mar22 PR

BALM 200% 8 reb22-Apr22 PR
BALM 200X 8 feb22-Apr22 3)
BALM 200% 8 Feb22-Apr22 PR
BALM 200X 8 Feb22-Apr22 MO
BALM 200X 8 Feb22 Apr22 MO
BALM 200% 8 Feb22.Apr22 PR
BALM 200X 8 Feb22-Apr22 PR
BALM 200% 8 Feb22-Apr22 MD
BALM 200X 8 Fet22.Apr22 PR

BALM 200% 9 Mar22-May22 mp
BALM 200X 9 Mar22-May22 PR
BALM 200X 9 Mar22-May22 PR
BALM 200X 9 Mar22-May22 PR
BALM 200% 9 Mar22-May22 wD
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Gourses highlighted in yellow ar the only ones taught by Dr. Bahan

on on SMart? a
BALM 200X 9 Mar22-May22 mp [Hant color

BALM 200K 9 Mar22 May22 wn fudteMor

oa 2006 10 Apa i2 wo
PA 2006 0 Assos ww
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it 20m Apa nn
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oA 2006 10 azz ts
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Sam 2006 12 mets tte wo
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Saw 2006 1 Inert uge2 Wo
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Class SubsergPeriod EnrlEmplid Pers Name Eni Official Grade
BALM 320K 1 July 21-Sept21 mo

BALM 320K 2 Aug21-0c21 PR
BALM 320X 2 Aug21.0ct21 PR
BALM 320X 2 Aug21-0c21 PR

BALM 320X 3 Sépt21-Nova1 or
BALM 320% 3 Sept21-Nov21 wo
BALM 320K 3 Sept21Nov21 oR
BALM 320K 3 sept21-Nov21 Pm
BAL 320K 3 Sept21-Nov21 Pr
BALM 320X 3 Sept21-Noval mo

BALM 320K 401.0021 3

BALM 320K 5 Nova1Jan22 Pm
BALM 320X 5 Nova1Jan22 Mo
BALM 320% 5 Novatan2z PR
BALM 320X 5 Nova1Jan22 Mo

BALM 320% 6 Dec21-Feb22 PR
BALM 320% 6 Dec21-Feb22 mo
BALM 320X 6 Dec21.Feh2? PR
BALM 320% 6 Dec21-Feb22 Mo
BALM 320X 6 Dec1-Feb22 mo
BALM 320K 6 Dec21.Feb22 m

BALM 320K 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 320K 7 Jan22-Mar22 PR
BALM 320K 7 Jan22-Mar22 om
BALM 320K 7 Jan22-Mar22 mo
BALM 320 7 Jan22-Mar2z Mo
BALM 320K 7 Janz2-Mar22 Mo

BALM 320K 8 Feb22-Apr22 mo
BALM 320K 8 Feb22-Ap22 Mo
BALM 320K 8 Feb22-Ap22 PR
BALM 320K 8 Fev22Ap22 mo

BALM320K 9 Mar22 May22 PR
BALM 320K 9 Mar22 May22 Pr
BALM 320K 9 Mar22-May22 [0

BALM 320K 10 Ap22-4un22. MD
BALM 320K 10 Apr22-Jun22, mo
BALM 320K 10 Apr22-Jun22 mo

a



BALM 320X 10 Apr22-4un22 FEES=
BALM 320 10 Apr22-Jun22 PEC
BMX 10 Apr22iun22 Tre
BUMIOX 10Ap22-knz2 PE
res esse’
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Class Subscription Period Enl Emplid PEAR EnviOffical Grade
BALM 321X 1 uly 21-Sept21 MD
BALM 321X Luly21-Sept21 mo

BAM 321K 4 0ct21-Dec2t mo
BALM 321% 4 Oct21.Dec21 mo

BAIM 321% 4 Oct21.Dec21 or

BAM 321% 6 Deca1-Feb22 oR

BAM 321X 7 Jan22 Mar22 mo

BAM 321x 8 Feb22-Apr22 2

BAM 321X 9 Mar22-May22 PR
BALM 321 9 Mar22-May22 MD
BALM 321 9 Mar22-May22 wo
BALM 321 9 Mar22-May22 PR
BALM 321X 9 Mar22-May22 Mp

BALM 321 10 Apr22-un22 Mp
BALM 321 10 Apr22-Jun22 MD
BAM321X 10 Apr22-Jun22 MD

sau 3210 11 Mayzz izI wo
[wennJims te «

BALM 321 12 June22-Aug22 MD
BALM 321X 12 une22-Aug22 MD
BALM 321X 12 June22-Aug22. MD
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css Subscription Period nl Empld_pers Name ol Official Grade
BALM400K 3 SeptznNovz1 n
oALM 400K 3 Sepr21Novz

oA 00x 4 oc2nvecz1
Bam 3000 4 ocz1 vecz1 9

BALM 400 6 Deca seb

aA 00K 10 Ap22-un22 vo
BALM a00K 10 Apr22un22 0
BALM 400K 10 Azz un22 ho
BALM d00X 10 Aprz2un22 ho

BALM a00K 11 May22ui22 fo

HH ’ ! -“ i"; :

wa
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Class Subscription Period Enel Emplid_Pers Name. Enl Offical Grade
BAOS 310% 1 July 21:5ept21 Pr
BAOS 310% uly21Sept21 a
BAOS 310¢ 1 July21-5ept21 pr

BAOS 310K 2 Aug21-0ct21 or
BAOS 310% 2 Aug21:0ct21 pr

BAOS 310K 3 Septa1-Nova1 or
BAOS 310K 3 Sept21-Nov21 &

BOS 310K 4 0ct21-0ec21 “5 ol
BAOS 310K 4 Oct21-Dec21 uo
BOS 310 4 0ct21-Dec21 Pr
8405 310X 4 0t21-Dec21 Pr

BAOS 310X 5 Nov21Jan22 pr

BAOS 310X 6 Dec21-Feb22 mo
BAOS 310X 6 Dec2i-feb2? Pr
BAOS 310X 6 Dec21-Feb22 Pr
8A0S 310X 6 Dec21 Feb22 mi

BAS 310K 7 Jan22-Mar22 Im
BAOS 310K 7 Jan22-Mar22 R”
BAOS 310K 7 Jan22-Mar22 "
BAOS 310K 7 Jan22-Mar22 pr
BAOS 310K 7 Jan22-Mar22 pr
BAOS 310 7 Jan22-Mar22 io

8A0S 310 8 Feb22-Apr22 or

BAOS 310K 9 Mar22-May22 a

BAOS 310K 10 Apr22-Jun22 vo
BAOS 310K 10 Apr22-Jun22 vo
BAOS310% 10 Apr22-Jun22 EE
BAOS 310X 10 Apr22-Jun22 vo
BAOS 310X 10 Apr22-Jun22 wo

w ® - . w a
ww wa 0 a
we @ nm w =
ow a w wu

st



BAOS 310K 11 May22-u22 Mo
BAOS 310¢ 11 May22-ui22 Mo
[SI —

BAOS 310% 12 June22-Aug22 MD
BAOS 310X 12 June22-Aug22 MD
BAGS310K A nega 0
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cis Subscriperiod Earl Emplid_pers Name or Official Grade
9405 320K Luly 215ept21 i

805 320K 3 Sept21-Novz1 r

508 320¢ 4 oc1-0ec1 br

8405 320¢ 5 Nowztoanz2 or

8708320¢ 6 Decor vio

#705 320¢ 7 n22Marz vio
8405 320¢ 7 on2-Mara vio
805 320K 7 Janz2Mar22 vio
805 320K 7 Jzviar22 or

BAS 320¢ 9 Mar22-May22 o

8A0S30K 10 Apr2zunz2 vio
8A0S30K 10 Apr2zunz2 oR
9AOS320K 10 Aprz2unz2 Ro
0A0S320X 10 Apr22-mz2 wo
BAOS 320X 10 Apr22-Jun22 PNET
PAOSI20C 10 Ap2zlunz2 vo
BAOSIX 10 Apr22un22 vio

BAOS30K 11 May2zoui22 |] Mo

BAOSI0C 12 Nanezz-Aug22 Mo
BAOSI20C 12 June2z-Aug22 Mo
BAOSI20C 12 June22-Aug22 Mo

I ETE a wm
- oa WE Tw @ wm
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Class Subscrptioperiod nr Emplid_Pers Name Envl Offical Grade
BROS 321 1 uly 21Sepi21 vr
BAOS 321X 1 lu 21.5ept21 MD

BA0S 321X 4 0ct21.ec21 Mo

BAS 321 6 Deca1.feb22 Mo

BA0S 321 7 sanz marzz Mo

Bas 3210 10 Apr22-4un22 wp
BAS 321 10 Apr22Jun22 mp
BA0S 321 10 Apr22un22 on

IH - - PE . @ a

BROS 321X 10 May22:22 wp.
BA0S 321% 11 May22-ui22 MD.

————

[| - “. a. oa Va . =

BAOS 321X 12 June22-Aug22 mo
BAS 321X 12 June22-Aug22 MD
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cass Subscription Pariod En Empld._ pers Nama Ene official Grade

PGT 10x 3 Sept2tNov21 mo

— 6 Decor Feb? mo
PAG 310¢ 6 ecavsenz2 wo
oe Sis ao
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ona 310K 8 rebzzapr22 mo
PMT310K 8 Feb22-Ap22 wo
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Class Subscription Period El Empld_Pers Namo orl Offical Grade
MGT 304 3 sepr21-ovzL wo
PGT 304 3 sep21Nov2L wD

MGT 304 4 0az1.Dec21 wo

MGT 30x 5 Novz1an2 mo
PAIGT 301 5 Nov21Jan22 ”
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EXHIBIT 6.5

From: socttoastn.anTor ohni
I Gochfol.bte©Subject: Re ecusion hut ranptrwihFé ordoe Trt,Octobe 13, 2022 50907PM
Atachments: aclsoafreer)maisonaxiom Clickhereto gobackto Sec 2.3maxonimexaeimImportance: Hon

*External Email: Use caution responding, opening attachments, or clicking on links.*

Parag,

“Thankyou for reaching out to me with this statement thatSahar mentioned.

1£1 may respond, | wholeheartedly and sincerely state that hr characterization of my comments
are Inaccurate because such comments did not exist. | was not In any wayaware of her awarding of
inaccurategrades prior toast week's discovery ofthe discrepanciesbetween the grades she
‘awarded comparedto the work students did. learned abou it at the same time Peter did, and
immecately passed on to Peter any correspondence| had related o the matte (which was from the
two students), as the emai record wil show.

1 have never, nor would | eve, make any comment suggesting that an instructor in lex should
award grades to studentswho did not earn those grades. |am a man of integrity and such a
statement by me would not only be wholly out of my character, but would in no way represent my
profesional standards related to academic ntegiy, program management, or howwork with
faculy.

In fact, just ast year, | published an article as the lead authorin apeer reviewed journal related to
CBE, where | wrote: “Ina CBE program, a fina grade of “Mastered” quicklyandefficiently
communicates to on employer thestudent has competence n llrequiredskills, and thatthstudent

successfully masteredevery single individual assessment. The requirementofuniformmasteryhelps
employers recruit graduates with confidence and reduces the skis gop by improving transparency
between th ils an employer needsandthe ils an employee has developed.” Source:
hitps:fonlinelbrarywiley com/dei/10.1002/che21235

1 would not write such astatement about employer confidence in our grades in one setting, and
then inadifferent seting encourage facultyo “grade generously” or suggest they give grades of
mastery to students who didn't even finish a course). Such an accusation that | would suggest our
instructors should award inaccurate generousgrades fies th faceof everything believe about
CB as apedagogy,and, what's more, just smply n't an accurate characterization of my principles.

There is a lear public record that my positon on grading in Flex and CBEi one in which {would no
way, shape,o form, suggest that an instructor should either grade easier, grade generously, or

&



award grades of mastery to students who dd no deserve them, In competency-based programs
{and all academic programs, for that matter), we need to be able to tell our graduates and.

employers, with confidence, tht ther graduates have mastered the materials. we have an
Instructor passing students without igor, whom didnot actualy pass that confidence falls apart,
and see such an action 353 threat to th ntegity of the program, It just imply makes no sense
tha would encourage behaviortat undermines the whol program, which could damage our
reputation with students, employers, and acredios,

hope you wil take tis statement as my evidence on the matter, bu f you ned me to peak to the
£Ct0 clear my name on this matter on the record, m happy to. The awarding of grades in academic
matersis oll athedisreton of th instructor and the academic stitution (UW-Prksid). Any
accusation that I—cithr a an individual professional or as an agent of UWEX —encouraged an
instructor to not award accurate grades (or grade ‘generously’/easier) is categorically false.

Given this unexpected implication,ll have to inform my supervisor, Crystal Fey. | know you want to
keep this investgiation limited on who is involved, so please let me knowif you have a concern there.

before inform her, but | hope you understand.

Ryan SpechtBoardman |
Senior Program Manager
UWFlexible Option | UW Boot Camps | UW Skills Forward

608.890.4481 | ryan.spechiboardman@uwex wisconsin edu

unensTos wsconsiy |
MY extended |

campus
|

|

From: Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>
Sent: Thursday, October 13,2022 105 AM
To: Specht Boardman, Ryan <tyan spechtboardman@ues cd
Ce: Gee, Michele V <gee@uwp.edu>; Knight, Peter C <knightp@uwp.edu>
Sublect Discusion aboutgrading pattern with Pro. Bamani

.

on |
Executive Committee (EC) of Department of Business met yesterday 10/12 to discuss grade
reporting rt sue.

When we asked Prof. Bahmani regarding rade pattern she said you have commented that she s |

|



“generous grader’ and wished other instructors in Fle program would grade ike that.

This implies you were aware about hergrade patterns even before this and discussed that with hr.
Furthermore you made suggestionsregarding how others should b grading in program.Please note:
itis EC's and Dean's responsibilty to discuss these issues. EC members who spoke with me late said
they were insulted and outraged with suggestion to grade like her that came rom UWEX.

Regards,

a Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
WISCONSIN Professoramd Chair, Dept. of Business

pr College of Business, Economics&Computing

PARKSIDE wien at wiccosinorks
Dumler | 41262595219

00 Wood hosd, Kenosha M5314 |

onoae

@
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EXHIBIT 6.6
Click here to go back 0 Sec 2.3

From: to.piece
Tor DhlPar mn,Si

GoChe.Ode, don han,Se.ChKuta,Haro,Hel:
wo lfohGooil atm.
ue Sindy,Okt 23,2022 47:1470

‘Sahar | appreciate your response and explanation and offer to rectify 1-don’t want to get into a
prolonged debate via email . We can discuss in depth at the next EC meeting.

tis possible that there may have been some confusion in the grading over the years you have.
taught in Flex. However as Parag has pointed out a number ofMD grades were awarded by
you when no work was submited at all and therefore no MD indicator was shown in Canvas
‘pradebook. Therefore there wouldve been no reason for confusion that these grades were to
be MD

1am frankly also skeptical that as accomplished as you are that you wouldn't beableto
distinguish in a grade book between students who had completed all the assessments and those:
‘Who hadn't, Nothing personal but 1 think you wouldve at feast asked ifyou weren't sure.

also discovered you had never posted a PR grade in yourS years in FLEX in your Finance
courses and yet posted somefor courses you were covering earlier in the year If you were
unsure at any point you certainly shouldve asked in the best cas as the problems began to
accumulate.

Also manyof us myself included I've taken on a number of projects and overload courses and
in my case 1 think I have generally been able to maintain the quality and adhere to policies in
all these activities.

Personally given the tremendous impactofthese practices I think a more in-depth explanation
is required butofcourse the EC | assume would be willing to listen to this explanation.

Pim surewe all share the first. priorityofrectifying theproblems and would like further
information from your end.

‘Also to correct Parags response somewhat Ryan and I initiated the investigation based on
other information and I conveyed this investigation to Parag who concurred it was worthwhile
because a similar complaint had been received by thechair and the dean

This distinction is important because am documenting all correspondence with Sheronda
Glass in HR per her suggestion. This case does full firmly within the UW system
‘Whistlcblower policy and Sheronda agreed that it wouldbeprudentforme 10 document and
that there would be a complaint filed by HR should ther be any actions construed as
retaliation
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Dr. Peter Knight,
Full Professor, Sales and Marketing
Director- Sales Center
UniversityofWisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha , Wisconsin

53141-2000

From: Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2022 10:24 A
“To: Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu>
Cc: Gee, Michele V <gee@uwp.edu>; Akinlade, Ekundayo Y <akinlade@uwp.edu>; Bahman, Sahar
<bahmani@uwp.cdu>; Chalasani, Suresh  <chalasan@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag
<dhumal @uwp.edu>; Fok, Chi-Wing <fok@uwp.edu>; Knight, PeterC <knightp@uwp.edu;
Kuruvi, Abey <kuril@uwp.edu>; Manion, Michael T <manion@uwp.edu>; Rajan, Roby
<rajan@uwp.edis>; Wang, Zhe-Min <wangz@uwp.ed>; Ye, Qian <ye@uwp.edu>; Zameeruddin,

Rizvana <zameerud @uwp.edu>; Zheng, Weilun <zheng@uwp.edu>
Subject: FW: Voicemail

Hello Sahar:

EC meetingofOct 12 was called 10 based on student complaint who was concerned about
instructors giving out grade without students completing work. His concern was mich larger which
questioned authenticity of program and degree we were giving out. He witnessed this issue in your
class a subscription period prior and later in Rizvana' class, and in your response: below you have
entered those grades as wel.

Note this students complaint was not student unhappy about course grade ssue where normal
protocol is, we ask student to meet with professor first. Issue was whether professors n Flex
progam are doing job ethically. Thus this require discussion in ECalong with Dean. Treceived
complaint on Oct 6, Thursday late ight week prior on Oct 6. Peter were requesting urgent meting
with Michele and me and we met with on Oct 7 which turned out to be same issue. 1 sent EC
meeting invite on Oct 7 to meet on Oct 12,

Look iniiative to draft summary findings based on Peter's data which laterI verified independently.
“This was preliminary draft and | have not mentioned your nameanywhere in report.

As per your request 1am sharing this email chain with EC who willbe discussing tis issue further
along with explanation you have provided below.

Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
Professor and Chair, Dept of Business
Chair, UW-Parkside Faculty Senate
Collegeof Business, Economics & Computing
UniversityofWisconsin-Parkside .

&



Dhumal@uwp.edu | +1-262-595-2719

Original Message
From: Bahmani, Sahar
Sent: Sunday, October 23, 2022 8:31 AM
To: Knight, Peter C <knightp@uwp.edu>
Ca: Ge, Michele V <pee@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>
‘Subject: Re: Voicemail

“Thanks Peter- I'm so sorry for this situation caused by mygradingerrors.

1 felt extremely uncomfortable saying anything at the EC meeting in a room of 10+, 1 had no prior
knowledge what the 2-hour meeting was about. Is unfortunate that nobody has tried to meet with
me after thatmeetingeither, esp. since Parag’s summary letter is highly uncharacteristic of me as
compared 0 my performance everywhere ouside of Flex.

1 explained last week that with Flex giving us SOLAR grade rosters at the endofevery single month,
thought the students we see on that grade roster have done the work so Id give MD, didn’t realize. Click here.

that names made it onto SOLAR grade rosters for those students who hadn't done any work atall to go back
because then| though they should showupas “W” (Iike withdraw where then no grade is needed or to Sec 2.3
ble to even be entered) from the subscription period insteadof students paying and doing no work
atl. 1 was under the impression the Registrar's Office did this filtering. After my error was
brought up at the EC meeting, I tated 1 wish grades could've transferred from Canvas to SOLAR 50
Id avoided creating this mess.

Peter and the registrars office at the endofSeptember, mistakenly sent me Rizvana’s SOLAR
grading roster on the last day grades were due and Peter gave me adeadline just a ow hours away,
and I regret enteringthe 2student grades impulsively and upsetting her, Peter emailed us that
Rizvana would do the 2 grade change forms, ultimately leadingto astudent complaint.

I've overextended myselffor too many years with too many overloads in econ, MBA, flex, taking on
the Flex directorship & accepting Terry's request to cover his annual ull load 1 week prior to when Click here to
he waned to be released. 1 felt a lotofpressure,being in anew department, to agree and go back to
underestimated the amountoftime I'd need and should not have accepted either thedirectorship, sec 3.2
covering Terry's courses, or flex overloads.

Let me know if1 canbeofhelp to remedy the situation. Feel free to share this with theECas well
as extended campus.

‘Sahar Bahmani, Ph.D.
Professorof Finance
Department of Business.
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 278.

From: Knight, PeterC <knighip@uwp.cdu>
Sent: Wednesday, October 19,2022 10:04 PM
“To: Bahman, Sahar
Ce: Gee, Michele V; Dhumal, Parag.
Subject: Re: Voicemail

6



“Thank you and wish you aspeedy recovery

Dr. Peter Knight,Full Professor, Sales and Marketing
Dirccto- Sales Center
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha, Wisconsin
S311 2000
From: Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu>
Sent: Weednesdny, October 19,2022 932 PM
To: Knigh, eterC nighip@uwpad
Cc: Gee, Michele V <gee@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>
Subject Re: Voicemail

Clckhere
On Oct 18th I requested all of my flex coursestobereassigned duetomedical issues. I've met with - go back
Gary Wood and Rob as well as HR are aware, Thank you for accommodating his on such short to Gory
notice
Tue Oct1 (the day before the EC meeting) | canceled my two f2fcourses and will document tis on
my Oct leave report.
Tuc Oct 18 Laura put signs p on the doors, fo both 12 classes, bth were taught virtually and the
Sudents actually putme up on the projector, please advise that day needs sik leave toa? Thanks.
Saar Bahmari, PhD.
Profesor of Finance
Department of Business
Universityof Wisconsin-Parkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 278

On Oct 19,2022, at 6:57 PM, Knight, Peter C <knighip@uwp edu wrote:

Sahar could you please put you request the form ofan afl noting the specific reasons you wish
{0 immediately stop teaching in Flex and copy Michele and Parag pleas. Thank you
Dr. Peter Knight,
Full Professor, Ses and Marketing
Direcor- Sales Center
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha, Wisconsin
53141-2000
From: Knight,Peter C <knightp@uwp.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, October 13, 2022 12:32 PM
Tos Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@wpdu
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Subject: Re: Voicemail
1dust isten to it and 1am very sory about allof this. hope you get he attention you require and
recover quickly 1 will have to et the chair know but will tat the process 0 emove you from the
courses
Dr Peter Knigh,
Full Professor, Ses and Marketing
Director Sales Center
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha, Wisconsin
3141-2000
From: Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu>
Sen: Tuesday, October 18,2022 12:23 PM
To: Knight, PeterC <kaightp@uvep edu
Subject: Voicemail
Peter-
wanted t confirm you got my voicemail lf on your office machine.
Thanks for ting me know,
Sahar
Sahar Bahmani, PhD.
Professor ofFinance
Departmentof Business
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 278

&



EXHIBIT 6.7

From: fogpeta
To an.Hike;Dsl. a0Bs a Click heretogobackto Sec 2.3
Date: Sunday,Ot 23,2022 4:39:41

didn’t want to add to an already long email to the EC and sir things up even more. However
regarding her claimsofconfusion about the useof PR and other grading over a long period of
time this is simply just not plausible to me. She worked with Ryan to change the PR policy
and the other grading policies during hertimeas director and she seemed really able to
explain it quite well during flex committee meetings while she was director.In general all her
interactions with extension and the university indicated she had a depth and understanding of
the program and had attended many sessions over five years at UW extension. | am simply not
willing to believe her exclamation

Dr. Peter Knight,
Full Professor, Sales and Marketing
Director- Sales Center
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Room 353
Kenosha , Wisconsin

53141-2000

From: Knight, Peter C<

Sahar I appreciate your response and explanation and offer to rectify I-don't want to get info a
prolonged debate via email. We can discuss in depth at the next EC meeting.

Tis possible that there may have been some confusion in the grading over the years you have
taught in Flex. However as Parag has pointed out a number of MD grades were awarded by
you when no work was submited at all and therefore no MD indicator was show in Canvas

‘gradebook. Therefore there wouldve been no reason for confusion that these grades were to
be MD

1am frankly also skeptical thatas accomplished as you are that you wouldn't be able to
distinguish ina grade book between students who had completed all the assessments and those
who hadn't, Nothing personal but | think you wouldve at feast askedifyou weren't sur.

also discovered you had never posted a PR grade in your 5 years in FLEX in your Finance
courses and yet posted some for courses you were covering earlier in the year IF you were
unsure at any point you certainly should ve asked in the best case as the problems began to
accumulate.

Also manyofus myself included I've taken on a number of projects and overloadcoursesand
in my case 1 think | have generally been able to maintain the quality and adhere topolicies and
all these activities.
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EXHIBIT 6.8

rom: prop| Chan St nn,To;KiBt a,That ere fitiebn
Doe Nr3L126 Sas copy of 7 document on next

CCCromsae ico page. Dr. Bahmani had clearElma lunderstanding of differences
‘CECFonBANS 310 docx. between PR,MD, M, W, and F

BALM 100K Introduction\o Business Syllabus dos grades.

DesHexCommitee Members:
Ao dscusot ota:
1 hve ese CCC os fling he dropped rcs
2 There to 1 CCCfo for thmko couse
5. Syllabus for ht nw couse atch 00
& Racer a he OL version fh clogdene vrion foe polysangfom PR dono3
nd foro vel progr onom3ordi 0 60rte
Our DOB illoa hetachmntsot tin Gometimethst fDest) so pls so
meow ata
Asdiscussed today, ourcommitteewillmeet for our next meeting (whichisourlustfor the Fall semester) on Friday
Desemter 100d teThoin hte
Than,
Sor
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2 items for FLEX BSBA:
(1) Policy change of decreasing student PR grade from 5 down to 3

OLD VERSION:
From 2021-23 catalog Flex pages:

Mastery Attempt Limit: Students are required to achieve mastery in each course within
six attempts. This means that once a student receives a “PR” grade in any single flexible
option coursefive times, (s)he will not be eligible to receive another "PR" grade in the
same course in the sixth attempt. In the sixth attempt, students are required to complete
the flexible option course with an “MD” or “M" If circumstances warrant i, students
are eligible o receive other grades such as “I” (Incomplete) or “W'" (withdraw) see the
university-wide policies on grades in the catalog. Students who do not receive a grade of
“M" or "MD" on the sixth aitemp! ofa course wil receive an “F".

NEW REVISED VERSION;
Mastery Attempt Limit: Students are required 10 achieve mastery in each course within
four aitempts. This means that once a student receives a “PR” grade inany single
exible option course three times, (s)he will not be eligible 0 receive another “PR” Click here to
‘grade in the same course in thefourth attempt. In thefourth attempt, students are gobackto
required 10 complete theflexible option course with an “MD” or “M". Ifcircunstances Sec23
warrant i, students are eligible 10 receive offer grades such as “I” (Incomplete) or “I
(withdraw). see the universily-wide policies on grades in the catalog. Students who do
not receive a grade of "M” or “MD” on the fourth attempt ofa course will receive an
re

(2) New required course: Introduction o Business [program change]
+ CCC form and sample syllabus attached
«Why, what purpose does this new course serve? This will help improve our retention as

we are losing students after just the fist subscription period. We feel this overview of
the Flex BSBA program wil help. Most programs, regardless oftheir modality, have a
course that serves as an orientation for the major. Whether this is a foundations course,
introductorydisciplinarian course, or non-credit orienting experience, students have a
course that helps 1) orient them to the academic design of the major and 2) orient them to
the professional competencies in their intended discipline. Flex BSBA docs not have such
a course, meaning that a students first subscription period is them jumping right into
business content. They need a courseto ‘shake the rust of” andgetre-calibrated to being
in school again. This canbe an overwhelming experience.

© “This course, much like a traditional first-year seminar or foundations course, is
designed to be taken alongsidea few other business courses in the major rather
than independently.

0



(3) Total credits changes from 65 to 66 credits due to the new course. This is the very
bottom lineofthe catalog directly under BAOS402X. In the grid below line | Required
Flexible Option Courses create a line below it right before Economics and Finance
Courses called Introduction to Business(1 credit)

OLD VERSION: .
“The flexible option bachelor of science degree with a major in business administration
(BSBA) program is a credil-based, competency-based degree completion program. The Flex
BSBA is a non-term program with a new subscription period starting each month. Students
register for flexible option courses in a three-month subscription period. Courses are
designed to evaluate student competencies in 20 competericy areas. Competency areas are
functional areas of business (such as marketing, human resource management, finance,
el.) and are used to align competencies to dierent functional areas of traditional business
degree programs. The 39 Flex BSBA courses include 116 assessment-level competencies,
and are distributed across the 20 competency areas.
NEW VERSION:
The flexible option bachelor of science degree with a major in business administration
(BSBA) program is a credi-based, competency-based degree completion program. The Flex
BSBA is a non-term program with a new subscription period starting each month. Students
register for flexible option courses in a three-month subscription period. Courses are:
designed to evaluate student competencies in 20 competency areas. Competency areas are
funcional areasof business (such as makeing, human resource management, finance,
etc) and are used to align competencies to dierent functional areas of traditional business
degree programs. The 40 Flex BSBA courses include 119 assessment-level competencies,
and are distributed across the 20 competency areas.
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Department of Business Meeting

oate: 121.2021
Time: 2pm-1pm
Attendees:
Parag Dhuma, Michel Gee, fe, Asyeoba, Roby Rajan, Kell Stein, Diana Vilegas-Cristerna, Claire Wu,
Wil Zheng, Nancy Xue, Terry McGovern,AbeyKurla Peter Knight, Raghava Gundals, Donald
Gilespie, Michele Gabor, Robert Fok, Zag Davaador, Sahar Bahmani, Lovina Akowuah, Dayo Akinade,
Mike Manion, Jamie Wang, Amanda Welbon Kell Sten, chard Krum, SureshChalasan, il Burnett,
Sergio Corre, Major Franklin,
Guest: Sabha Mustet
Absent oanWishau, Qian Ye,

Agenda
1. Welcome
2. Approval of meeting minutes dated 9.08-2021 voting members are fulltime faculty an ful

time lecturers
16approves
None abstention and none apposed
Meeting minutes approved 12-121

3. Update on Searches
Marketing
Supply Chain
Project Management
8.10candidate ill be conductinga virtual interview—please ty to attend thecandidates’

presentations, those who attend the presentations can i out the evaation form
‘advertisement fo Economics and Computer Science s open accepting apicatons

“willbeconducting a eas 67 more full time positions due to having too many employees on
Search waivers ex: MBA Advisor Joa) (Kel Sten)
new staff search complete- Barb Hasper startingDecember6" as an Admin Associate for Econ

and Computer Science
4. COEC Holiday Gathering

Sill in the pandemic butwe are taking precautions on Wednesday, December8 11:30am1pm
Please RSVP tothe nitation

5. MBA Cariculum Changes - Project Management Concentration Proposal

PRMGNIT s evolving and that “Program an Project Management” s being proposed as a new
Concentration, four elective courses proposed, (see justification document and description of
the concentration)
Sabha, Kell Parag, and Miche have puttogetherthis proposal. Michele has created the syllabi
for the courses.

n



Propose addition of Program and Project Management Concentration in MBA program Involved
feedback from

+ Academic Partnership
+ CBEC advisory board member
+ Industry experts
+ Academic expertso Professors

Parag makes a motion to add Program and Project Managementas aConcentration othe MBA
2% the motion: Abey
in Favor:18
Oppose: 0
Abstention: 0

Motion passes

6. Undergraduate Curriculum Changes Marketing Major Revision Proposal
Peter is proposing to add concentrations to Marketing major in B28 Marketing/Sales, 2)
B2C/Digital Marketing, Drop the Sales Certificate
See Marketing Revision proposal document for more details
“Would lke to align the pedagogy with industrycompetitors,undergrad enrollments were
declining,sothe curriculum needed updating, reviewed competitors, employer needs,
addressed resources

Parag makes a motion to revise the current Marketing major
2% the motion: Terry
In Favor: 15
Oppose:0
Abstention: 0

Motion passes

7. Flex Curriculum & Policy Changes
Sahar discussed the 3 toples below for changes:
“Top priority s to retain students and to helporient them in the B53 major an the
professional competencies
“Would be an increase major to 66 credits first year seminarcourse ~ tobetakenalongside
other courses but as one ofthe first courses

a. Summaryofprerequisites- (updates for7 courses outof 65)

Sarah makesa motion to drop the prerequisites per documentation
2% the mation: Abey
Approve: 13
Oppose: 0
Abstention:0

Motion passes
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b. Newcourse proposal-to add an Intro to Business: 1 credit course (launch in
June 2022)

Paragmakes a motion to addtoFlex, Intro Business course:
2% the motion: Sahar
In Favor: 14.
Oppose: 0
Abstention: 0

Motion passes

c. Policy change for PR grade
Less attempts to mastera course: Move from 5attempts to 3

Click here to go
‘Sahar makes a motion for Flex BSBAtochange the PR grade from 5 attempts to3 back to Sec 2.3
2%the motion: Abey.
InFavor: 13
Oppose: 0
Abstention: 0

Motion passes

d. Announcements

BUSO- much chaos this fall, so many errors incourses made available, incorrect courses, and also faculty
concerns
UW-Extended campus said t was a data feed issue
UW-Extension had no idea that there were faculty concerns
Working group has been designatedtodiscuss these concerns and is a subsetof thoseworking to
address those Issues.

ia



EXHIBIT 6.9

I

diploma, certificate, and maybe even a MBA that displays the institution's name.

‘out how to download the email as a PDF from the Outlookwebapplication. You will see the

If you need anything else orclarity on the situation, please feel free to set a meeting or reach

out via telephone.

© Michele V <gee@uwp.edu>

send it at pdf file ? Thank you

"



Regards,

Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP

|Sant hursiay, October6,2022 5:43 PM
Tor Gee, Michele V <gee@uup edu; hua, Parag <chuma @unwp ch
Subject: Fw: GAM 200¢

Good evening, Dean Gee and Dr. Dhumal,

A few days ago, received a message from Professor Zameeruddin regarding a grade sue of
sorts and remembered that | had grade issue in BALM 200x last term. For some reason, my

transcript showed that | had "MD" in the class but | actually did not completeanywork init, 1+ Click oe
knew somethingwas wrong, so| emailed Professor Bahmani to straighten things out. She gina
acknowledged that | did not complete any work. | was able to add BALM 200x to this term

‘after working with Danielle Stertz so | thought everything was good to go for me to begin

working on the coursework. At the present time | am confused, whyare there grading issues

yet again in this course? | haven't experienced anything like this in other courses.

‘My moral and ethical compass doesn't allow me to take credit for things that | have not done.

Can you please forward this to whomever can take a look at the situation? | just want:

assurance this won't keep happening. See attached for the first conversation with Danielle.

i—

From:O———sentsTT
To: Danielle ters arielstcte@uneviscansin ed
Subict For BALM 200K

i Daniele,

Please see the response from Profesor Bahmani below. | have no completed the cours ye.

rom: aterm, Soba<lici
Sent Tuesday, uly26, 2027 318 PM

7
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Office: Molinaro Hall 278 |

Homepage: httns://stes googlecomjsite/saharbahmaniphd |

j

on I—So og

unofficial transcript and it says "MD". Please let me know what you find, I've also alerted mystudent :

TOAAA
—
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EXHIBIT 6.11 |

rom: orm,Tey
To Dontfmpd GocheSubjot cures
ey endo, Gos 11, 202 10461294
Rnchmnts: nici00
= (Copy of eral exchange
antes lbetween Drs. McGovern and
Bathe [Bahman attached next
Abt.Too- rksuefe cousecoal hanst

Hiparag. .

1 stopped teaching al the Flex courses (9 + capstone orientation module) on 1 June. The
discussion about not teaching Flex as an overload over the summer took place in an email
chain on 18 May 22 between Sahar and . Please see the attached pf for the email chain.

Just to clarify dd not request to stop teaching in lex over the summer, twas an offer made. £41
by Sahar on the 18 May email at 15pm. It was suggested that if needed a break from bt sty
teaching flex that someone else would be assigned and in my response to the offer, | agreed
that having a break would be deal, My initial questions that led to thi offer related to the
calculation of Flex overloads for the summer, it was not clear to me how they were to be paid
Since Dean Baldwin agreed to having the 9 courses + capstone orientation module to count as
1.5 course load each term. It was from this that the offer to take a break from Fiex came to
fruition. lease see the attached emal chain. -

Regards,

Terry

From: Ohumal, Parag, <chumal@uwp.edu>
Sent Sunday, October 16, 2022 3:16 PM
To: McGovern, Terry <megovert@uwp.edu>
Ce: Gee, MicheleV<gee@uup,cd;Dhumal, Prag <ohumal@uwp.ed>
Subject: Flex caurses

Hello Terry:

Executive Committee is looking nto some matters related flex program. This matter does not relate
to you, we simply need some information on following questions

1. When did stop teaching in summer for lex Program? Which courses?
2. When did you inform Flex Academic Director of your decision? Was it in meeting or via email?

provide detals.

0



Thank you for your assistance,

onvisiryop Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
WISCONSIN Le
TIE Ga uwpridecal Semae
PARKSIDE cote of tusines, taonomics Computing.

Duna cd | 12625952719

500Wor Road, Kenasha, WIS3IAA |
pss op edlearn/insteustorprofiles/facultystaffdetai cm Puid=dhum,

ooee
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To7z2, 10:30PM ater,Try Out

Re: Flex BSBA faculty load

Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu>
Tue 872472022 1223 AM
To: McGovem, Terry <megovert@uwpedu>
Great seeing you today, Terry! Ryan and extended campus this aftemoon approvedItake over for
your 10 courses June thru August
I meet with RyanThursday and will get back to you to confirm your below calculations,
Thanks,

Sahar Bahman, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance
‘Academic Director, Flex BSBA & PMGT Programs
Department of Business
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 276
Homepage: hitpsi/stes.google.com/site/saharbahmaniphd/.

On May 23, 2022, at 7:39 AM, Bahman, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu> wrote:

Looking forward to seeing you both today! Ryan-would it be possible for me to serve as
a grader for Tery for June-August? Also could you help clarify hs overload calculation (I
believe the 4300 you calculated is the correct one Terry).

Thanks, .

Sahar Bahmani, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance
Academic Director, Flex 8SBA & PMGT Programs
Department of Business
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 278
Homepage:hitpsi//sites google.comysite/saharbahmaniphd/

On May 21, 2022, at 1024 PM, McGovern, Terry <mcgovert@uwp.edu> wrote:

Thank you for the information Sahar. | do needa break from Flex to have time
to complete a couple of publications | need to finish this summer and catch up
on my work with the North American Case Research Association, so1f itis
possible to have other faculty to cover the courses for June/July/August that
would be great.

1am however, still a ttle confused about how load is factored in Flex as 1 am
trying to work out how this wil it nto, month contract and potential

ipsoutck afccon/maAAQKADEZNPIARLTCHODEINOO:NCNZBILAMIOTHNGZIWESNGAAISILSspIOICHKZBUMHUOGOR... 116



T0722, 1030Pi Mod McGovern, Toy-Olook |
overloads during winterm and summer sessions.

Since we have 3-month subscription periods, when | look at the May period
(see the data below | pulled from Solar),| potentially have 61 students enrolled
in my 10 courses-this includes those carry over students from March / April. So

iis a faculty member paid for all 61 they interact with in May (which is
$1100+1600+1600 = 4300) or just paid $1100 for the 7 enrolled students that
are shown for May in Solar?

When | look at the numbers of enrollments in my courses and apply the
reimbursement rate you provided, the reimbursements appear skewed. An
instructor is paid only $500 more for working with 34 students in April vs 7
Students in May? Or is it really7 in May ora higher number since Mar/April
students are sill enrolled? isan instructor given the same rate ($1600) for
working with 20 students in March vs 34 students (70% more) in April?

This makes my head hurt just trying to make sense of it!

The numbers below are total enrollments | see inSolar and then
reimbursement per course/per credit hour.

May: 7 enrolled
BALM310: 400
BALM321 100
BAOS 310200
BAOS 311200
BAOS 321: 200
=$1100

April: 34 enrolled
BALM310: 400
BALM320: 200
BALM321: 100
BALM400: 300
BAOS310: 200
BAOS311: 200
BAOS320: 100
BAOS321: 100
=51600

March: 20 enrolled
BALM310: 400
BALM320: 200
BALM321: 100
BALMA410: 400
BAOS310: 200
BAOS311: 200
BAOS320: 100
=51600

85
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waz, 1030p Ml Meer, Try - Oulook
Thank you for your patience Maybe its best if we find time to discuss it on
Monday. Looking forward to seeing you in person again-feels like its been
forever]

o

Terry

From: Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 3:07 PM
To: McGovern, Terry <mcgovert@uwped Click here to go
Subject: Re: Flex BSBA faculty load pour

June st subscription period and onward I'm fig to grade/cover for you. Just
let Ryan and | know!

Dr. Bahmani made decision
Sahar Bahman, Ph.D. lto remove Dr. McGovern
Professor of Finance from 9 Flex courses within
Academic Director, lex BSBA & PMGT Programs [9 minutes ignoring his
Department of Business willingness to teach those
University of Wisconsin-Parkside [courses unti first 7 weeks
Office: Molinaro Hall 278 lof summer (July 1st week)
Homepage:https:/sites google copSite/saharbahmaniphd/

On May 18, 2022, at 2:58 PM, McGovern, Terry
<megovert@uwp.edu> wrote:

Hisahar,

Having a break would be ideal, especially during the 2" 7 weeks as
1am taking Scouts backpacking in the mountains for 2 weeks
starting the 3 weekofJuly and will be off the grid during that
time. | amgladto cover the courses during the first7 weeks as |
realize the term starts next Monday already. A contract was sent
for the MBA class | am teaching but | haven't seen anything for Flex
courses, hence my confusion.

4

Terry

From: Bahmani, Sahar <bahmani@uwp edu»
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 1:55 PM
To: McGovern, Tery <mgovert@uwp.edu>
Ce: Gee, MicheleV<gee@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag
<dhumal@uwp.edu>; UWSS-UW System HR
<UWSystemHR@uwss wisconsin ed; Glass, Sheronda 6

Tipeoutack.offcscommalGAACKADENNMSTTOODEINGOSNGIMAMIO TFINGZITWESMOAQAISI ppmiCr20UAHUOGOA.. 3



waz, 1030PM Ma McGovern,Try -Ouook
<glasss@uwp.edus; Astoria, Ros § <astorla@uwp.edu>; Chalasan,
Suresh B <chalasan@uwp.edu>
Subject: Re: Flex BSBAfacultyload

Congrats on the pub, Terry and | look forward to your
presentation this Monday at the flex faculty symposium!

ll wat for our Dean/chair and long time flex director Suresh- to
address your questions but: One thing | know | can dois: should
You decide you need a break from flex grading of your courses we
can assign someone else (for summer or other subscription
periods, its all up to you. If you recall this is why last all 2021 1
had all our instructors fill out the excel spreadsheet with their
primary/secondary fields.

Thanks,

Sahar Bahman, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance
Academic Director, Flex BSBA & PMGT Programs
Department of Business
University of Wisconsin-Parkside:
Office: Molinaro Hall 276
Homepage:hitpsi//sites googlecom/site/saharbahmaniphd/

On May 18, 2022, at 12:27 PM, McGovern, Terry
<megovert@uwp.edu> wrote:

Good afternoon everyone,

1hopeyouarealdoing well and able toenjoysome
time outside during these warmer days.

1am writing to determine clarification with the 10 Flex
classes | am responsibleforduring the school year. My
contract was switched from 12 months to 9 months
this past winter and it has left me with questions about
how this change impacts my teaching load going.
forward, Unlike our traditional courses, we do not have
a set policy for determining faculty teaching load for
Flex. I've ccd other stakeholders to this issue including
Shronda Glass and UW System HR as well as Ross
‘Astoria from the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities
committee to make them aware of this issue since the.
policy for Competency Based teaching load is an HR
issue, a faculty issue (assuming CBE spreads to other

87
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raz 00m eons,Tory Out
UWP departments), and the policy may be subject to
other System policies of which | am not aware.

Background: | was originally hired by UW System as a
full time Flex tenure-track professor in 2017 with UW
Extended Campus. The agreement at that time was.
that | would teach full time in the Flex program and all
my teaching would be remote (online). | gave up rank
and tenure at another Universit to join UW under this
agreement, in 2019 the Flex program was shifted to
UWP and | moved with the program. As a UWP faculty
member | was told that the 10 Flex classes would
countas a 2-class load for my annual course oad!
(Flex counted for one fall class/ one spring class) and |
was expected to aso teach in the other modalities
including online MBA and in-person MBA and
Undergraduate business classes. | was not clear to me
how it was determined that the 10 classes translated
into 1 class each term, like a work breakdown formula
‘we use for our traditional undergrad and MBA
prograrms
In the spring of 2021 the Flex Director (Suresh
Chalasani) recommended that my teaching load credit
for Flex be increased as enrollments increased. In
aditon to increased enrollments, also started seeing
increased emails from Flex students and the
requirement to maintain online office hours specifically
for Flex students. The previous CBEC Dean (Dirk
Baldwin) in August of 2021, recommended the 10 Flex
classes fam responsible for count as a3 lass load
(instead of 2) beginning i the Spring of 2021 as an
overload. | have an email confirming this and
forwarded it to Dr. Gee last fall when inquiring about
the status of my teaching load, but | have not seen any
paperworkoroverload pay reflecting the additional
course load credit in the spring.
Now that we are moving nto summer, am confused
as to my role with these 10 Flex classes. Am | still
expected to teach them over the summer? Do | have a
choice? I would prefer not to as | planned to use the.
summer to conduct research and complete committee
work | wasnot able to attend to during the academic

year. | already have 1 overload this summer which is a
writing intensive course in the MBA progam with 45
students. | realize however, given how close we are to
the start of the Summer term | am expected to
continue teaching the 10 Flex courses but | am unsure
of what the overload contract looks ie. I the 10

classes areto count as 1.5 classes per term during the
otk RACHA TOD ENOTFINGE SHGAOISAS03 AZBUNIOGOR 56



won, soem [ER———
school year, do they then count as 1.5 classes for each

7-week summer term? Am | expected to continue
‘maintaining officer hours for Flex students over the

summer?
Additionally, If | am expected to continue teaching the
10 Flex classes next academic year, how will those

Count towards my teaching load on a S-month
contract? If enrollments continue to rise in Flex, at
what point does the load shift from 15 to 2.0 course
load equivalent each term? Since Flex is a 12-month

program, how will those classes factor over the

winters regarding my annual load?

My apologies for sending this out so ate inthe
academic year, ut between research, committee
‘work, and large spring class sizes, | put this on the back

burner (along with many, many other tasksl). Now that
grades are filed, | am playing catch up! | wanted to get

this off before our Faculty Symposium next week as it
might be worth addressing thee.

1 hope the tone of this email does not comeoffas.

pushy or demanding--that is not the intent. | am just

looking for clarification given the changes in my

contract. Also, |just learned yesterday that an article |

ad submitted, aon withmyco-author, to.an A"
Journal was accepted-—so1 amin great mood!

Regards,

Terry

nmsrvor Terry M. McGovern, DBA,
SRERN pm
PARKSIDE Assistant professor, Management
o megovert@uwp.edu | 563-845-1770

a
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EXHIBIT 6.12

Course | Course Name WCredis | Course Topics
Prefix
BABA | Toroduction 0 i Emphasizing statistical ess beyond the current stsics
300X | Business Avsytis | Nancy | courses and re-cmphasizing some other test such as

Applications |Ning |ANOVA, mulipleregression, clustering
BABA | Tableau for 3 Connecting to data, metadata, data extracts, ering dats,
301 | Visuslization and dates and times, stacked bars, area charts, tree-maps,

Data Aalylcs | Suresh | Visualizationofdistributions, Row-level Calculations,
aggregatecalculations, parameters.( credit) |
Levelof detail calculations, Table calculations,
Dashboards, Clustering, Trends, Forecasting, Distributions,
Advanced visualizations, slope charts, bump charts. (1
credit)
Sparklines, Animated Visualization, Dynamic
distributions, Tableau maps, Geospatial data, Spatial
functions, Tableau data model, Joins, Blends, Working with
messy data (1 credit) _

BABA | Kunden for |2 R for Tests, ANOVA, Linear Regression, Multiple
502X | Buses Auslytes | Suresh | Regression, Logistic Regression, Principal Component

Analysis, Time Series Analysis. (1.5 credits)
idyverse, ggplot, ggplot2, and related packages for
advanceddatavisualization using R. (0.5 credits)

BABA | AT& Vichine i R for kenearest neighbor classification, irec-based
303X | Leaning Business | Suresh | classification, neural networks, deep lcaming, cluster

Applications wingR analysis, text mining, sentiment analysis, word frequency
ond n-grams.

BABA | Python 2 Python foundations for statistical tests including (Tests,
304X | Fundamentals for | Nancy | ANOVA, Linear Regression, Multiple Regression, Logistic

Data Anlytiesand | Ning | Regression, Principal Component Analysis, Time Series
Machine Learning Analysis.( cred

‘Advanced statistical and A/machine learning techniques
using Python: k-ncarest neighbor classification, tre-based
classification, neural networks, decp leaning, cluster

_ analysis, text mining, sentiment analysis. (1 credit
BABA | Data Analytics | 1 Data analytics applications inmarketingand sles: Amazon

Clickhere [305 |Applicationsin | Prasad | sentiment reviews, text sentiment analysis, customer
too back Marketing and Sales| Kothapall| scamentation using wholesale dat, forecasting product
tosec3z a sales, customer value, market segmentation applications.

BABA | Data Analytics | 1 Data analytics application in HRM and management:
306X |Applicationsin | Suresh | Employee atrition data analysis; Employee feedback data

HRM & analysis; Benchmarking employe performance using k-
Management | _ nearest neighbormodels. (emphasis onR)

BABA | Data Analytics |1 ‘Data analytics application in operations and supply chain:
307X |Applicationsin | Prasad | Demand forecasting; time-series forecasting, clustering

Operations & Kothapall | analysis and KNN applications in operations and supply
Supply Chain chains.

BABA | Data Analytics | 1 ‘Data analyiics applications in mance and accouting
308X |Applicationsin | Sahar | Credit card fraud detection; Financial risk analysis;

Finance Personalized services using NLP; Algorithmic trading

0



EXHIBIT 6.13

From: Banistitcutnan
To: Baan,SarKui,Cita;DblPa;Chala.Sis Gos, Mile.subject RE:Cop ofSUSANdevdopmentComatRest
Baer Fonday, na 27, 2022 53035PM

“External inal: Use caution responding, openingattachments, o clicking on links*

Good atermoon folks,

vasout ast Friday so thank you fo your patience in my response. UW Extended Campus is not invalved stall in
finalizing instructor assignments and hesuingofcontracts forcoursedevelopment and revision. Since UW=
Parkside is the hiring and payment authority forcourse development/evision (nol UWEX), any nd all contacts
related the selection and on-going, suport for insirucors and course development is managed by UW-Prkside.
This is the case with ourother programminga olher campusesas well thathecontracts for fcaly activity arc all
Fun through the campus, not UWEX,

Once thas becn communicated to me from UW-Parkside that a culty assignments finalized, 1 send the instructor
anIP agreement1sign (called the JCOA)which is outlined in the MOU beten UW-Parkside and UW Extended
Campus. This document i no contract read t compensation: i discussed the shared intelectual propery rights
and then providesatimeline ofthe course developmentproces. Youmaybefile with these documentsa ts
universal templateacross all UNEX programming.

Since my name was mentioned below, 1 wanted wie fo clarify myrole here is 0 support Uh development Click here to
process ofa course(s) afer faculty re identified and hired by th homeinsttaton (UW-Parkside). am not eres
involv nthe developmento issuanceofconrats i his capaci. Pro

hope his helpsclarify, and please fet me know other questions you have.

Ryan Specht-Bosrdman
Program Manager
UWFlexible Option| flex.wisconsin ed
Z-UW Root Camps| bootcamp wisconsin.eds
UW Skills Forward
GO8.890.4481 | rye spechtboardman@mewisconsinedu

Original Message
From; Bohman, Sahar<bahmani@uwp.cdu
Sent: Thursday, June 23,2022 5:14 PM
To: Kruse, Crista M <kruse@upid>; Dhuma, Prag <dhumal@unp.edu>; RyanSpecht Boardman
yan spechibosrdman@uwex wisconsin. du; Chlasan, Suresh B <chalasanG@unep od; Ges, Michele V
<peciaup edu
‘Subject Re: Copy of BUSAN development Conlract Request

Hi cris:

‘Suresh signed his course development contrat or BUSAN so the contracts came from your offic, To clarify, that
5 what Paragiaskin for- copy ofthe course development contract. Recall - thecousedevelopment started June
15 cudofAugust, once Ryan approves the coursehasben fully developed with ila theygiveyou thgreen
Tightto pay.

Pleasesend any copyofcontac o Prag, Thanks, Sahar

Saar Bahar, PhD.
ProfesorofFinance

01



Academic Director, Flex BSBA & PMGT Progra Departmenof Business Universityof Wisconsin-Parkside:
Offic: Molinaro Hall 278
Pronouns: sheer
Homepage:bips:/sies google.comsic/abarshaniphd/

From: Kruse, Crista M <kruso@@uwpedu
Sent: Thursday,June23,2022409PM
“To: Bahan, Sahar; Dal, Parag; Ryan SpechBoardman
Subct: RE: Copy ofBUSANdevelopment Conia Request

i sabar,

do nothaveacontract for BUSAN asi i partof the Flex program. Ryan should be abe to help ith details.

Weil need to discuss building BUSAN and the Noneredit Project Management criicate into the nest FLEX
MOU that will be reviewed ter in the Fall 22 semestcr am plaming on discussing 1s with Michele 15 we have
justunder$15,000 in Noneredit Project Management enrollment fe collected by UWEX and will be included in
the FY 22 reconciliston. However, we do not ave a contact 0collet those revenues fom CBEC. We have pid
or the development andcontinue py faculty slaies 0 support these students. Im sony tha 1 do not have more
to share at dis present im.

Thank you,
cris

Crista Kruse
Director, Professional and Continuing Education
202-595 240

Original Message
From: Rahman, Sahar
Sent: Thursday, June 23,2022 115 PM
“Tot Kuse, risa M <krose@unp.ed>; Dhol, Parag <dumal@uwp.cd; Ryan SpechiBoardiman
yonspechibosrlman@uvex wisconsin edu

Subject: CopyofBUSAN development Contract Request

Dear Crista

Parag and Michele and | hada 2 hour meetingust now, they would ike 5c copyof heconrac for BUSAN
coursedovelopment. Any emplatorcxample is much appreciated (1 know the amount is diffrent depending on
crit).

Can you confi als thatthe contactsweresent utand Michele signed for the first bach of summercourse
development for BUSAN?

Thanks,
Sobor

Sahar Balan, PD.
ProfesorofFinance
Academic iretor, Flex SIA & PMGT Programs DepartmentofBusiness UniversityofWisconsin-Pakside:
Office: Molinaro Hall 278
Pronouns: sheer
Homepage: hipssesgovgleconysichabarbahuuiphd/
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EXHIBIT 6.14

From: atm,Saar
To: Dhue.PagGe.Mile¥

Subject: Stepping own
Outer Tada,ane 3, 2022 S28

Dear Parag and Michele+

Michele 1 knowyoumiss thevery lst pat of our conversationofourmecing between Parag and1 because you
ad another esting.

explained that while tis 1 yearofservinga theFlexdirectorwas good learning experince forthe, 10not cp
rant to contin. | explained my reasons fo Paragand also my teaching and esearch avealways come fis, idgobackto
Tino its not July1stjust yet but know that 1 will do everyhing tha needs tobedone fora smooth transition to the S€¢3.2
net director, honesty think Surshis the verybes direto or Flex BSBA (and thathealwayshas been) and 1
Know Gary Wood and Rob Ducalfewould age a they ave bo been extremely supportiveof Flex.

Thanks,
Sohar

Sabor Bahan, PD.
ProfesorofFinance
Academic Director, Flex BSBA & PMGT Prograns
DepartmentofBusiness.
UniversityofWisconsinParkside
Office: Molinaro Hall 275
Pronouns: sheer
Homepage: pssgonglecomiciabaciahaniphdd
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EXHIBIT 6.16

From: Sonn cosnd
Tor Dhan ba:Gechee;Qe. ettSubject: Un bvakos er eon Ovo Stel
one: Tuco,Oko 1,22242287

“External Email: Use caution responding, opening attachments, or clicking on finks.*
Good afternoon, all,

1am the HR Business Partner for the College of Business at UW-Milwaukee. | was just lakharsie
notified that Business Professor, Sahar Bahmani i teaching an online course with us tis fall. go back to
We are also requesting that she teach during the winterim period. | have submitted inter- ~~ Sec3.2
institutional overloads for the fall and winterim, that is currently being reviewed/approved by
our leadership. You will thenreceive an email to review/approve the request in BP Logix
(electronic approver system).

Please let me know if you have any questions

Thank you,
Shawn

‘Shawndsiks Hazelwood, MBA, PHR
HR Business Pastner | Shared Services Center
UW-Milwaukee
Englemann Hall 187
Phone: 414-229-4581
Fax: 414-229-4102

Sheldon B. Lubar CollegeofBusiness
School of Architecture and Urban Planing | Room 221
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From: Zancai, vena
To ‘Tans ou KR.2GGe.ile;Dum Pat;KioShah5;Zs,BinnsExitfou ota, sySak. atta

subjoc: Fer GAL 201 Subic eed Gas
Date Wednesda, Ober 26,2022 55526 PH
tachment Qulogknoun na

Dear All,

1 have filed a formal grievance regarding this issue and am continuing with the process.
The Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee Chair, Dr. Ross Astoria and the Secretary of lick here
the Faculty, Dr. Greg Mayer are copied on my response toyou. too back

0821
As stated, multiple times previously, | will not change grades that | did not enter. This matter
remains in the hands of the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee until am advised
by it of the next step in the formal grievance process.

Regards,
Rizvana Zameeruddin

Professor Rizvana Zameeruddin, DBA, JO, LUH, CPA
University of Wisconsin Parkside
Colege of Business, Economics, and Computing
Molinaro Hall 376
900 Wood Road
Kenosha, WI 53144
262 595 2125 office
Zameerud@up.edu
pu

-—

E .

THIS EMAIL AND ANY ATTACHMENTS THERETO MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
CONFIDENTIAL, AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IF YOU ARE NOT THE
INTENDED RECIPIENT (OR AUTHORIZED TO ACT ON BEHALF GF THE INTENDED RECIPIENT) OF THIS
MESSAGE, YOU MAY NOT DISCLOSE, FORWARD, DISTRIBUTE, COPY ORUSETHIS MESSAGE OR ITS
CONTENTS IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY
RETURN E-MAIL AND DELETE THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE FROM YOUR E-MAIL SYSTEM. THANK YOU.
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IN ACCORDANCE WITH IRS REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN CIRCULAR 230, PLEASE NOTE THAT ANY
'ADVICE CONCERNING FEDERAL TAX MATTERS IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY
ATTACHMENTS) 1S NOT INTENDED ORWRITTENTO BE USED, AID CAN NOT BE USED (1) TO AVOID
ANY PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (2) TO PROWOTE,
MARKET, OR RECOMMENDT0ANOTHER PARTY ANYTRANSACTION OR MATTER ADDRESSED HEREIN.

From: Turner, Lori B <turnerl@uwp.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, October 26,2022 5:43 PM
Tor Knight, PeterC <nightp@uwpecu; Zameerudein, ivan <cameerud@uwp.du; Gee,
Michel V <gee@wp.ec>; Dhuma, Parag <chumal@uwp. edu Kimmel, Rhonda
<hollandr@uwpedu>
Subject: RE: BALM 201 uly Subscription Period Grades

Hello,

The grades inthe system are stil MO grades and should be changed if they are not accurate. wil
send the ink to th gradechangesto bothofyounaseparate email

Best wishes,
Lor

From: Knight Peter C
Sent: Wednesday, October 26,2022 5146 PV
Tor Tuner, Loi B<tumerl@uwp.edu; Zameerudin, Rirvana <zameerud@uwp ed; Gee, Michele
V<gee@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@wp ec; Kimmel, Rhonda§ <hollandr@uwp.ed>
Subject: BALM 201 July Subscription Period Grades

Lori: | believe we never actually corrected the two MD grades awarded in error by Sahar in

SOLAR to PR is that correct?

Rizvana:Do you want me to do the grade change form, or would you prefer to do it? | will

‘email the two students involved and explain the situation to them as Director on your behalf.

once the grades are correct in SOLAR. Please keep in mind that we are developing a plan to

rectify the situation for many students not just these two and there are stil outstanding
issues. Is there anything else | can help with?

Dr. Peter Knight
Full ProfessorofMarketing,Director-Sales Center.and OnlineBusinessDegreeCompletion

Collegeof Business, Economies and Computing
University of Wisconsin-Parkside
53141-2000sn linkedin cony/in/psterKaightph-d-S870
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From: neinsoa
To oan,Sa;Kn,Pete Te,Les5 Ge.Meo;hulp;Scanof Eau

Sa naynoni,Gsba.65s
Subject Re rod Change proces ALS 200 Su. sscition eid
ote Tuesy, Occhr 27, 202 12250570
Rschments: Quekdoin

Dear Sahar,

Thank you for your attention to this matter, and your grading error acknowledgement. Iwill Clckhhere
‘withdraw my formal grievance with the Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Commitee. - foback

Regards,

Rizvana Zameeruddin

Professor Rizvana Zameeruddin, DBA, 10, LH, CPA
University of Wisconsin Parkside:
Colle of Business, Economics, and Computing
Molinaro Hall 376
900 Wood Road
Kenosha, WI 53144
262 595 2125 office:
Zameerud@uwp.ecu
[3
=
E

THIS EMAIL AND ANY ATTACHMENTS THERETO MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED,
‘CONFIDENTIAL, AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER APPLICABLE LAW. IF YOU ARE NOT THE
INTENDED RECIPIENT (OR AUTHORIZED TO ACT ON BEHALF OF THE INTENDED RECIPIENT) OF THIS
MESSAGE, YOU MAY NOT DISCLOSE, FORWARD, DISTRIBUTE, COPY OR USE THIS MESSAGE OR ITS
CONTENTS. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVEDTHIS MESSAGE IN ERRGR, PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY BY
RETURN E-MAIL AND DELETE THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE FROM YOUR E-MAIL SYSTEM. THANK YOU.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH IRS REQUIREMENTS CONTAINED IN CIRCULAR 230, PLEASE NOTE THAT ANY
ADVICE CONCERNING FEDERAL TAX MATTERS IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY
ATTACHMENTS) 1S NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CAN NOT BE USED (1) TO AVOID
'ANY PENALTIES THAT MAY BE IMPOSED UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (2) TO PROMOTE,
MARKET, OR RECOMMEND TO ANOTHER PARTY ANY TRANSACTION OR MATTER ADDRESSED HEREIN.
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roms Bahman, Sahar <bahmari@uwp ec>
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2022 7:32 PM
Tor Knight, Peter C <knightp@owp edu; Tuner, Loi 8<turmerl@uwpedu;Zameeruddi, Rizana
Conmeend@uu edu Gee, Michele <gee@uwp du; hurl, Parag <chumal@uwpei
Subject Re Grad Change Process BALM 200K Sep. subscription period

Peter; Both grade change forms (for sudens lst names Ward and Rai) in BALM 200X have been
Submitted, leas do lei mo know if addtional grade change forms ned 1 be filed out o remedy
hs station.
Rizvana: This was the vry eas I could doasthecro was trly mine andnot a al yours.
‘Again, Tmsony.
Thanks,
Sahar Bama, PhD.
ProfessorofFinance
DeparmentofBusiness
Universityof WisconsinParkside
Office: MolaroHall 278

From Keigh, Fler €Snightp@vpedi=
Sent: Wednesday, October 26,2022 7:06 PM
Fo Tumer, Lot B; Zamecruddin, Rzvans Gc, Michel V; Dhl, Parag Bahari, Sabar
Subic Grade Change Process BALMS 200% Spt. subsripton period

Suhr less et me know by tomarrow if you will complet the chang of grade form below
hanging th two MD grades posed 0 PR. If not will do 38 AD.

From:Turme, LonB “ure @nepsd
Sent: Wedicsdoy, October 26,2023 248 PM
To Knight Peter C <kaightp@nwp.edu: Zamessuddin, Rizvana <zameerud@uwp.ed>
Subjct. Grade Change Process

Hello,

Use ths fink o start a Grade Change, You will ed sect your Department Char and Dean in
the form**.

Fhe name docs not appeari the search field forthe Chir or Des, they wil ned 1 log nto BP
Logi once befor you can complet he fo so below).
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C6TIB07880ceformid=cdSecI9F-3069-44eT-befs-

“Logging into BP Logix will make that employee available to choose within the form.

Have them go to the UW-Parkside Logins page, click on BP Logis, and log in.

bitpsvvpeduloging!

*## Protocol for when aChair or Dean are unavailable

Chair:if your Chair is unavailable.

* list your Dean in both the Chair and Dean fields

Dean: if your Dean is unavailable

* list AssistantorAssociateDean
* ifno Dean is available list the Provost

Best wishes,

Lori

Lori Tuer

Assistant Registrar

UW-Parkside

900 Wood Road, PO Box 2000

Kenosha, WI 53141-2000

wer@uwpedu<mailioumerl@up.ed

URL: hitptisespedulapply!

Find out what makes UW-ParksideReal Amazing. <itp:/vinco.com/76475650>
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[ncebook]<hitps:/vwwfcebookcom/UWPAdmissions> [iter]
<hups:/Awitier.com/UWPadinissions>

“The information contained in this email message i intended ony for the personal and confidential
use of the rcipion(s) named above. This message maybe an atorney-client communication and/or
work procuct and as such is privileged and confidential. the reader ofthis message is ot the
intended recipient, or an agent responsiblefo delivering it to the intended recipient, you re hereby
otf that you have receive his document in ror. You are tified that any review,
iscmination, distribution, or copying ofthis message i strictly probibied. Ifyou hav received
{his communication in cron, please noGy me immediatly by ema and delet the orginal mesa.

Best wishes,
Lori

Lori Tuer
Assistant Registrar
UW-Parkside
900 Wood Road, PO Box 2000
Kenosha, WI 53141-2000
turnerl@uwp.edu<mailio:umerl@uwp.edu>

URL:bps.edappls!
Find out what makes UW-ParksideReal Amazing. <hitp://vineo.com/76475659>

{facebook]<hips:/wiwaccbookcom/UWPAdmissions> [iter]

“The information contained in this email message is intended only fo he personal an confidential
se ofthe recipien() named above. This message maybe an attorney-client communication anor
work product amda such is privoged nd confidential 1th reader ofthis message i ot the
ininded recipient, oan agent responsible for deliveringi the intended ecipien, you are erehy
motif that you have received ths document neor. You are notified that any reviews
isemination disibuion,o copyingof hs message i scl prohibited. 1you have received
{his communiéaton in eto, please nay me immediatly by email, and delet the orginal message.
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List of graduated between June 2019 and August 2022. EXHIBIT 6.18
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From: Dhuepa
Tor Sonioni,Rida
co fry
Subject: veto poment eiprogam
ote: Src,Noerber6, 202295751

Thank you Ryan. This was veryuseful.

Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
Fofesan ad Cho, Dept. of nes.
Choi, Ve askide FacalySenote
Collegeof Hoses, conan Computing
Universityof Wisconsin arkside
DhunalOunpedy | +1:262.$95-2719

From: Specht-Boardman, Ryan <tyan.spechiboardman@uweswisconsinedu
Sent: Friday, November 4, 2022 12:17 PM
To: Dhumal, Parag <dhumal@uwp.edu>; Knight, Peter C <kaighip@unpedu
Subject: RE: Masterydata

*E:xtemal Email: Use caution responding, opening attachments, or clicking on links."

Parag,

Attached are the records | have going back through FY20. Prior to that, the program was at UW-
Extension and had adifferent payment process, so do not have records from then (it was managed
then directly by UWEX HR).

Second, will note that though these are the enrollment documents with a payment amount
attached, ultimately the actual processing of payments is soley at thediscretion of UW-Parkside.
Stated differently, Parkside is free to pay instructors whatever they see fit outside the rate that
appears in the program budget. For instance, if an instructor s paid for their Flex courses in load, t's
very likely that the amounts represented in these spreadsheets igoing to differ from the amount
the instructor is actually paid as opposed to if an instructor is paid on overload. Some colleges take a
tax off the top of these amounts transferred before paying the instructors, and other colleges pay
the instructor more than what the program-expense model reimburses.

Therefore, | at UWEX) cannot guarantee that these are the dollar amounts thatdirectlywent to
Sahar in her paycheck. The most accurate way to get the information on how much an instructor
was paid would be directly through UW-Parkside HR,o through whomever i responsible for
managing faculty contracts.

tached you'l find al the excel records; here'sa quick table for you. The significant increase in
FY2204 and FY2301 is due to hertakingonal of the additional courses as the substitute, rather
than just her historical course load, a the record as previously noted.
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SenorProgram Manager
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EXHIBIT 6.21

ro wenn .= min& farShee Rpmospeboy Smeamet aapene=r]=]=Ee
Ok, all cea now st wanted 0 make sre chnge student ade to 7hls s aware that hey hove to
complete work and have not psd curs,

Parag Dhumal, Pho, CPIM, CSCP
trae al fbr ri

Dhdines | 130 595780 }

rom: tata, Sor
Sot sunday, September 11,2022 1056 Ab
Tox Dhumal, Faro chumal@u.edu>
Ce Geeihe <goo@un. du; Kh, Pte aight @uup cd
Sublet:Re ade changerequestlect fegrade chane ra Clickheretogoback toSec2.2
haa

ete asked ie andgave me th frm, th rowsnly min he ne cdrmarked is rode
MD nd th dntous 10 cian’ attninththwaned the PR. et Pta ow ast week hot
markingias char wast an option But that yur name ws.
Soar Boman, PhO.
Fotesor of france
Oepartmnt of ess
UniersyofWiconin akside
fice: Molaro ah 278
Homepage: bus atescoleconelsabatbbonnshl

On Sep 11,2022 3 10:45 AM, Dhl,Pgusu.li woe:

esha:
received rade change ofan fos allowing Fle student Request to chang rade om MD
i hove nt come ass Suton wher we make such change st wanted check wih you
foe sppoveAs students wore hatpsn radwllb changed progressive?
Reps,
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EXHIBIT 6.22

From Stantag,0.
Tor hum,Pag
Subject: RE: Fw lst question
Date: Friday,November11,20222:49:04PH

Hi Parag sorry it took mea bit, but here are the data you requested. Letme knowifyou have any.
‘questions or need anything else.

Best,

John

From: Dhumal, Parag
Sent: Tuesday, November 8, 2022 4:28 PM
To: Standard, John R <standard@uwp.edu>
Ce: Specht-Boardman, Ryan <ryan.spechtboardman@uwex wisconsin.edu>; Knight, PeterC
<knightp@uwp.edu; Gee, Michele V <gee@uwp.edu>; Dhumal, Parag<dhumal @uwp.edu>
Subject: Few last question

Hello John:

We are finalizing report for BSBA Flex program to send it to higher administration ASAP. 1 have
calculated costs based on estimated numbers, However if you can provide additional information on
following, we can provide better estimate in our report.

If this information is going to take more time or not easily available let me know. We will go with
existing estimates or can weigh on waiting additional time. .
Please see questions below.

1. How many courses (or credits) on average students take every subscription period for BSBA
Flex program? 3.3 Classes, 7.5 Credits (since Flex began); 3.5 Classes, 7.6 Credits (past year)

2. Based on no of course enrollments { not number of students) of BSBA Flex program, can you
generate statistics on % mastered in 1 attempt, % mastered in 2 attempt, % mastered in 3
attempts, and so on.

+ 3,386 attempted aclass.
« 2,365 mastered a class.

© 1,808 on 1% attempt
© 401 0n 2" attempt Fr
© 92.0n 3 attempt to go back
© 380n 4™ attempt tos.22
© 18005" attempt
© Bon 6" attempt

3. See below #ofcourse enrollment for courses Dr. Bahman graded some time in Flex. am
‘wondering how many total students these constitute. Out of 270, some of students have
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taken more than one course with her. We are interested in finding total number of students
who have taken at least one course form Dr. Bahmari. This number wil tellus if we have to
provideany opportunity, how many students these willbe. Out oftheseno if you can assy
0 graduated, no eft, and no active that willbe great.

+ Graduated: 18
+ Active: 80
+ Inactive not graduated: 24
+ Total: 122

Clickhere
togoback

oof Course 0522
Courses Enrliments

foncrwnr| we]
[emerson
[acesonas]

formmoox| 5]

[orconoge |]

ORyou can simply share excel ile with all student name , subscription period, course no,
reported that Dr. Bahmani ever graded. We can remove duplicate and gt tis no. Ryan
rom UWEX should beabetoclassify students graduated, left and currently active.

Thank you very much for your assistance.

Parag Dhumal, PhD, CPIM, CSCP
Protec and Char, Dept. of sis
Char, ParseacySeve
Colle of sis, Economic Computing
nest f Wisconsin Parks
Dhunaleum.edy | 112625352719

|

|

|
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EXHIBIT 6.23

Missed Course Enrollments and Subscription Periods

John standards,AcademicAssessmentAnalyst, provided data on the Mastery Attempts Distribution in
he BSBA Flex programsince is inception in 2016. Out of 2,365 courses mastered i ota: 1,808 courses
‘were mastered on the 1* attempt, 401 on the 2 attempt, 92 on the 3" attempt, 38 on the 4" attempt,

18 on the 5* attempt, and 8 on the 6" attempt. Since Dr. Bahmani's 270-course enrollment are part of

the 2,365 mastered courses (11.4% ofthe vera mastered courses) we removed these observations to
fin the Observed Unbiased Frequency, which representative of the gradingof all the ther instructors
inthe BSBA Fix program.
“The following table shows this Observed Unbiased Frequency and the Mastery Attempts Distribution
percentage calculated based on. I Dr. Bahmani were o ade lke al the other instructors, the
expected (Mastery Attempt) frequency would be calculated fo her 270-course enrollments. For
example,o all the ather instructors, 74% completed on the 14atempt. Thus, out of 270, 199.9 should
be completed onthe I* attempt as opposed tothe observed frequency of 257 (270-13 PR allocated).
Lost course enrollment is calculated asthe diffrence between the expected and observed frequency
‘multiplied by the attempt missed. For example, 50 should have mastered on the 2" attempt; however,

‘only 13 mastered on the 2 attempt. Thus 37 (50-13 =37) is the lost course enrollment. Similarly, 11.9

Should have been mastered on 3" attempt; however, alo thse were mastered on th first attempt
Ths, we mised two enrollment attemptsof 11, resultingin a ost course enrollment of 23.7
(11.9°223.7). Our results show approximately 90 (89.8) lost course enrollments from Dr. Bahmani's

graded courses.

asteredAttempt 1a] as Tol
1908 [aon| [as] ms 2365

Observed Unbiased Frequency ssi] am or 18] 8] aos] Clckhere
‘Mastery Attempts Distribution Percentage| 74.0%| 18.5%|4.4% oon| oan| 000%| 080 back

‘Observed Frequency for Or. Bahmani 130 00] oo] oo[Foams]
oo 310 93 [sos]

Is dificult 0 ascertain the exact missed subscription periods from lost course enrollment; ower, it
isan accurate indicator of ost subscription periods. The numberofsubsripion periods aso depends on
ow closerstudentsare to graduation or degreecompletion—thecloser the student, the more
subscription periods it would take. For example, in th abovetable ive should have mastered Dr.
Bahmanis course onthe 6% attempt. thesecourseswere 100evel studentsortaken earlier i the
program, then there would not have much impact on th los subscription period, But f thse courses
are 300 or 400 eve, the student must take more than one subscription perio to master courses. Given
that Dr. Bahmani's coursesmainly were 300 or 400 levels misingonesubscription period,
corresponding to every missed course enrolment will bea good indicator, We believewe lost close to
90subscription periods worthof tition revenue from academic misconduct or Dr. Bahmani.
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